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PREFACE

This volume is not, in the usual sense, a year-
book. It contains the papers presented to
annual meetings of the North Central Reading
Association. But the meetings spanned a period
of three years, and took place in three differ-
ent cities. The members of the Board of
Directors believe that the frustrating wait for
papers is more than balanced by a larger, more
comprehensive volume at longer intervals.

The three meetings covered in this publication
were held in Minneapolis (1965), Chicago (1966),
and Detroit (1967). The meetings were programmed
by David WArk, George viatson and John Hurst,
and Roger Pepper, respectively. To them, thanks
for hard work well done. For any errors that I
let slip, which detract from their efforLs,
offer them, and you, my apologies.

May you enjoy this, and succeeding, NCRA
"Yearbooks."

D. M.'d

iv



ADULT BASIC EDUCATION --
A NEW DIMENSION IN READING;

Edward 1. Summers
Indiana University

In recent years Congress has passed legislation
which is having a significant effect on many
areas of education. All 50 states and the
District of Columbia are now receiving aid from
one or more of the federal programs. For fiscal
year 1965 more than 1.3 billion dollars will be
distributed. This allocation of funds by the
88th Congress includes new programs and programs
already operating or expanding.

Concurrently a remedial battle of considerable
proportion in young adult and adult education
is being waged with equal effort. The battle
involves the devastation of past deprivation,
the devastation that the previously cited federal
programs are designed to prevent. It involves
a population ranging in age from less than
twenty to over sixty. This group was either
forced out, dropped out, pushed out, or was
never exposed to the common pattern of public
education. Their expulsion from education, or
lack of exposure to it, has a fantastically
tangled etiological pattern involving the whole
spectrum of cultural and economic variables.
The battle being waged for this group could be
termed a "holding" action developed to remedy
past deprivation until the full effect of new
legislation and aid can take effect. This
population, for the most part, has been ignored
in the upgrading of education. Their problems
are unique and much of the legislation passed
to aid them is without precedent. The need to
improve the cuality of education for them is no
less urgent than the need to imp7Jve education
for those currently in school. The remainder
of this presentation will concern itself with
some of the problems of that segment of the
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Edward G. Summers

adult population in need of literacy tre.ning
and basic education.

The Extent of the Problem

One problem in working with the under-educated
is the difficulty in actually defining and
enumerating them. They often exist in areas
that have been defined as "pockets of poverty,"
but they are also found in other locations.
Statistically, the 1960 United States Census (11)
provides the most exact enumeration. Using as
a base figure the proportion of the national
population 18 years of age and older with less
than a sixth grade education, there, are roughly
11.5 million adults handicapped by a lack of
basic education. Under the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964, the Government appropriated
$18,344,000 to provide for their educational
needs.

Table 1 extracts figures for nine of the Mid-
western states. Thus, in the area where members
of the North Central Reading Association operate
academic reading programs for secondary, college,
and adult students, there are 1.8 million adults
18 years of age and over who have less than a
sixth grade education.

Census figures based on the amount of schooling
reported by individuals are known to be inaccur-
ate. Unfortunately, the figure 1.8 million has
to be a conservative estimate. It has often been
found in working with such groups that the census
figures have to be doubled to provide an accurate
estimate. Of course, the figures deal only with
reported level of schooling since there is no
real way of knowing the actual functional edu-
cational lerelof the individuals involved.
These figures are particularly sobering when the
social and economic importance of a literate
population is considered. It is no longer real-
istic to accept six years of schooling as being
adequate for comprehension and communication in

2
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Edward G. Summers

today's world. For those who are mentally com-
petent less than twelve years of schooling holds
meagre promise.

Census figures also indicate that there are 25
million adults with less than an eighth grade
education and 58 million who have not completed
high school. Perhaps the most tragic group of
all are the three million adults in this country
with no reported schooling at all. To emphasize
the magnitude of the problem in providing for
this group it has been estimated that to involve
adequately the adults who have less than an
eighth grade education would take one-third of
the desks now available in the elementary
schools of the nation. To accommodate those
lacking a high school education would mean
multiplying by six the number of learning stations
presently in the high schools of the nation.
These statistics are indeed formidable and yet
a start has been made in the direction of bal-
ancing the requirements of education for this
group with the requirements of other aspects of
the total educational program: elementary,
secondary, technical and higher education.

Although the statistics are helpful they do not
go far enough in adequately defining the char-
acteristics of this population. Following are
excerpts from sources which add detail to the
statistics presented.

Milwaukee County Department of Public Welfare,
Wisconsin (6)

The relief client who is neeking employment
often lacks those materials needed to achieve
his goal. He may find himself in any one of
the following situation,;;:

1. Unable to read and write, he cannot qualify
for basic education.

2. A lack of adequate basic education prevents

4



Edward G. Summers

him from qualifying for vocational training.
This individual, because he is usually func-
tioning below the 6ighth grade level, knows
very little about how to find and hold a ,job.

3. Deprived of adequate vocational training, he
cannot qualify for jobs that may be available.

4. His present vocational training and experience
may not be useful and retraining in a new
occupation becomes necessary.

5. He may have a marketable occupation but does
not know how to do a job search and sell his
abilities.

6. The seasonal nature of his occupation
warrants training in another, which will
give him steady employment or provide
employment during the lay-off period.

7. Not having a high school diploma may prevent
him from gaining employment, even though he
may have adequate vocational training.

Job Opportunities Through Better Skills,
Illinois (13)

When the JOBS staff began its orientation and
training session two weeks before the regis-
tration started, the anxiety question constantly
arose, "What will the trainees be like?" There
was continuous discussion about what "hard- core"
meant. There was, perhaps, even some fear about
dealing closely with youth from the streets.
After the program had been underway for some
months, we were frequently asked, "Did you, in
fact, get 'hard -core' youth?"

The answer to the second question was a hesitant
"Yes." ...Among our trainees were a few "pimps,"
prGstitutes and petty gangsters. Though most of
the difficulties with the police centered around
juvenile crimes -- street fights, loitering,

5
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truancy or disorderly cmduct -- there were a
small number who had been convicted of armed
robbery. burglary, alit) Theft or petty larceny.

To answer the first question was difficult.
("What will the trainee be like?") Our experi-
ence indicates that there was considerable
diversity among the trainees and that general-
izatiots tended to break down. We found some
general characteristics as a total group, but
within that group was a multiplicity of abilities
and attitudes, not really so different from any
sampling of the population. The one general
conclusion which might be most applicable was
that the JOBS trainees did represent a young
adult group that have been culturally "bound."
The vast majority have not been able, for one
reason or another, to participate fdlly in the
American middle class milieu. They were, as a
result, generally under-educated and more non-
verbal than their middle class counterparts.
Poverty and restriction of job entry and failure
experibnce had in general shattered egos. The
JOB trainees, 98 per cent negro, were the
products of an impersonal, urban society.

The above quotations have been taken from a
report on welfare recipients in a midwestern
city, and a report on a training program
designed to upgrade the employability cf dis-
advantaged young odults in one of the nation's
largest cities. They are typical of numerous
such reports and accurately illustrate the
characteristics of the undereducated and the
milieu of poor education and economic scarcity
in which they exist. In programs now operating,
participants range in age from less than twenty
to over sixty; live in large cities, small
towns and rural and urban areas; exhibit the
total range of human abilities; may or may not
speak the English language; can be either male
or female; and represent all racial and ethnic
groups.

6



Edward G. SuLmers

In spite of the diversity, there are some general
characteristics of this adult group: they lack
a sound foundation of academic skills and are
usually poor readers or nonreaders; many lack
readiness for learning and have never developed
a "learning strategy"; they are often membeis of
minority groups: they often know little of the
world of work; and they almost always react
negatively to authority. Such individuals have
either left the standard pattern of education or
have never been related to it. Education for
them at this point in their lives has a "second
chance" element or even a "last chance" quality
about it in many respects.

Attempts at Solutions

Few broadly cased, concentrated efforts have
been made in the past to provide education for
such individuals. Cortright (3) examines the
sporadic efforts to provide literacy training
in this country. In the first quarter of the
nineteenth century a number of non-government
organizations held a national literacy council.
In the 1930's the WPA and the CCC groups
developed limited programs to reach young
adults including an attempt to develop a teacL-
ing procedure and to provide an instructor's
manual, finally developed by the late William
S. Gray. During World War II the United States
Army undertook a major program with the
illiterates identified through the draft program.
A quarter of a million men were eventually
graduated as literate from the program. In

the 1950's interest subsided with only sporadic
efforts by public schools and NAPSAE. Other
efforts included soma university programs to
provide specialists, the formation of literacy
councEls including professionals and volunteers,
and the publication of some materials by
interested groups. Private agencies such as
churches, clubs and civic organizations have
been interusted in the problem over the years
and have aided in preparing a national climate

7
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fo:!. the elimination of illiteracy.

The efforts listed (lid not begin to reach the
total problem. Consequently "hard core" of the
disadvantaged has never been included in programs
on any scale. A recent report, examining the
paradox between the affluent society and what
has recently been described as "The Other
America," asks the question: "How has education
in the United States been placed in such a
position where it knows so little abo'it educating
illiterate adults?" (4) It is becoming increas-
ingly apparent that this country can no longer
tolerate large populations of undereducated
adults. It is becoming almost axiomatic in
contemporary society that poor education is the
hallmark of poverty. Thus, the major effort
needed to reverse the cycle of poverty is
intensive rehabilitation of which adult basic
education must be a major factor.

Federal Programs

A number of federal programs now provide funds
for basic education. (7) The Vocational
Education Act of 1963 encourages high schools
to develop programs to decrease drop-outs. The
Community Work and Training Program includes
occupational training for welfare recipients.
The Manpower Development and Training Act of
1962 provides funds for further education for
youth from seventeen to twenty-one, including
basic education for adults lacking skills
needed to enroll them in an occupational
training program. Other federal acts, related
to the improvement of libraries and the develop-
ment of educational materials, can also be used
to fund projects for adults with limited
education.

The most far reaching legislation occurred with
the passage of the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964 which established the "wax on poverty."
(14) The legislation provides funds in seven

8
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areas including the establishment of the Job

Corps for ;young men and women, urban and rural
community Lotion programs to combat poverty,
special programs to aid migrants and the
seasonally employed, employment and investment
incentives, and work experience programs.
Although othe)r parts of tho Act are related to
the undereducated, Title IIB of the Urban and
Rural Community Action Program provides the most
direct aid for literacy training and basic
education. Title IIB defines adult basic
education as: (15)

...elementary level education for adults
with emphasis on the communication and
computational skills such as reading,
writing, speaking, listening, and arith-
metic; and using as content for teaching
these skills such adult experiences as
consumer buying practices, health habits,
relations with other members of the
family and community, homemaking, and
citizenship responsibilities.

For the nine selected midwestern states identi-
fied previously, almost three million dollars
is available for adult basic education programs.
The Act requires that a plan be submitted from
the state educational agency outlining the
proposed program of instruction. States are
urged to plan proposals in conjunction with
community action programs, serve adults who are
participating in work-experience programs,
coordinate the program with other agencies
serving the poor, develop methods to identify
and recruit impoverished adults in need of
education, and heavily involve the poor them-
selves in implementing programs of instruction.

In submitting comprehensive proposals under
Title IIB legislation, most states had to
develop programs in areas where previous guide-
lines were non-existent. An experimental

9
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framework for planning curriculum on a continuous
and sequential basis had to be produced for
teachers and others responsible for the new
instructional programs. Many of the classroom
techniques, teaching methods, materials for
instruction, and course organizations which
used to impart skills to children in traditional
patterns of educatiot: are often of little or nn
use in working with adults. The skills needed
by the adults are the same, but the context and
organization of learning are different. Obtain-
ing teachers who can work with adults and
supplying adult oriented instructional materials
are the two most prepei.ng problems in establish-
ing new programs.

Responses by the Teaching Profession

Although there is no way of estimating precisely
how many teachers are available it will be
impossible to fully meet the demand. Most
programs will operate on a limited basis, with
makedo teachers, until the gap is narrowed.
Training programs to provide teachers for the
undereducated adult have never existed on any
scale in colleges and universities. Little has
been done in defining the type of education
needed by such teachers. It can be predicted
that patterns of education which depart radically
from those established for the preparation of
elementary and secondary teachers will emerge.
The concept of a four or five year preparation
period, including a broad background in liberal
arts and professional education, will most
likely be shelved because of the urgent need
for teachers. Many states are already providing
means to circumvent the usual certification
requirements in legally permitting such teachers
to operate. It is known, however, that a
different type of training is necessary and that
the good elementary or secondary teacher, with
predominantly middle class orientation, will not
necessarily make a successful transition to adult
education classes. It is vital that the training

10
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developed be planned and coordinated through
existing teacher education institutions. Much

can be adopted from existing programs. It would

be unfcrtunate if the vast reservoir of expertise
which exists within the faculties of teacher
training institutions could not be brought to
bear on the problem. New patterns of training,
involving a new concept of responsibility on toe
part of existing institutions, will have to
emerge if the type of teacher needed to work
with adults is to be produced.

Other Responses

During the summer of 1965 a unique first in
adult basic education occurred. Recognizing
the immediate need for teachers, the Ford
Foundation supported workshops in three loca-
tions in the United States. The workshops were
joint efforts between the Foundation, local
schools, and colleges and universities. States
with Title IIB programs in advanced stages of
development were invited to send participants
from state departments of education, public
schools and colleges and universities actively
involved, or anticipAting involvement, in
various phases of adult basic education. The
major purpose of the Inter-University Workshop
on Adult Basic Education was to enable the
participants to return to their own states and
develop training programs for teachers. Partici-
pants included teachers and administrators
directly responsible for IIB programs.
In addition, most states also included repre-
sentatives of colleges and universities that
had expressed an interest in developing teacher
training programs. The workshops were stop-gap
measures and by no means solved all the problems
in educating the undereducated. The content of
the workshops included the sociological and
psychological context of the undereducated;
identification and recruitment of students;
testing, placement, and counseling; organization
of the instructional program; teaching methodology;

11
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training theory and design; and implementation
and evaluation of federal progrtms. The work-
shops served a valuable function in bringing
together individuals from various areas working
with the undereducated adult.*

A number of recent reports and pro,!,3cts have
analyzed problems related to providing adequate
instructional materials for adult groups. A
United States Office of Education Task Force (12)
surveyed more than 500 different types of
commercially produced materials and reported
that such materials generally did not fit the
characteristics of the groups for which they
were being used. In addition, the reading level
of materials was too high, often by two or three
grade levels; the tone or approach in writing
was childish; language skills and basic word
attack skills needed by functionally illiterate
adults were not taught; content was too formal
and pedantic; and integration of reading, writ-
ing and arithmetic with other subject matter in
functional context was lacking.

The American Textbook Publishers Institute held
a conference in 1964 (1) to consider curriculum
needs, instructional materials and research in
progress for adult basic education and job skill
training. The conference included representatives
from education, government, th library field,

foundations, and private organizns. The need
for better instructional material, to meet new
demands of society was a constant theme in all
sessions of the conference.

*Five handbooks including the areas of teacher
training, reading instruction, counseling and
testing, curriculum and the psychology of the
disadventagi'd will be published in the near
future based on the. results of the three Ford
Foundation sponsored workshops.

12
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Bibliographies of materials useful in adult
basic education programs are available from a
number of sources (5), (2), (9), (10). The

materials can be used in basic education but
there would be general agreement that few
totally adequate materials have peen developed.
The majority of materials now available were
developed to teach technical literacy only.
Literacy is the major tool in education but it
does not insure education in the broadest sense.
A point of view is gradually developing which
places literacy training within the larger con-
text of the total social, cultural, vocational,
and psychological re-education of the adult.
In many programs such objectives have played a
minor role in selecting materials. Usually,
the materials at hand have in large part estab-
lished the objectives. As a broader concept of
objectives is accepted, improved instructional
materials will also be forthcoming to implement
these objectives.

Olsen (8), in analyzing the need for new
materials from the publishers point of view,
makes the following suggestions:

1. Mateials shotad be so organized that they
can ':)fo used in part or whole, reasonably
priced, soft-cover or paperback and
packeT,ei tn broad systems or units.

2. Emphasis should be placed on reading,
language arta, and number skills utilizing
newer techniques of instruction.

3. The central emphasis should be on learning
to read, write, and handle mathematics in
meaningful situations. There is a special
need for job-oriented materials written at
lower levels.

4. The materials should use and illustrate
concepts that are on an adult level includ-
ing job experiences and personal problems.

13
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5. Materials should involve the adult immedi-
ately and include filmstrips, tapes, teach-
ing programs, and other media.

6. Tone and approach should be mature, direct,
practical, and concrete with the speech
following colloquial patterns. Sentences
should be short with simple syntax.

7. A sentence rather than a word approach
should be used in teaching reading because
even adults without sufficient word attack
skills have already internalized the word
order of the language.

8. After some sentences have been learned, word
attack skills can then be taught in terms of
the words already known.

Until adequate programs can be developed in
colleges and universities the job of training
teachers will continue to be done by local
directors of adult education, school superin-
tendents, principals, and by the teachers
themselves. The materials of instruction will
continue to be narrowly based and inappropriate
for the needs of adults until the professional
workers in the field can communicate to the
publishing industry exactly what type of material
is needed. Before this can be done, thorough
examination of the objectives of adult basic
education and translation of objectives into
goals upon which instruction can be based has
to occur. Many problems will have to be faced
in making a serious effort to upgrade education
for adults. The training of teachers and the
provision of adequate instructional materials
will continue to be two pivotal needs in develop-
ing instructional programs.

14
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Conclusion

The complex, interrelated problems relative to
expanding opportunities for the undereducated
are not amenable to easy solution. This paper
has attempted to pinpoint the diverse population
in need of education, analyze past efforts to
provide instruction, and describe currant
efforts, including Title LLB programs, which are
being made in adult basic education. In addition,
the immediate need for trained teachers and the
provision of adequate instructional materials
have been underscored. As the needs of differ-
ing psychological and sociological subgroups in
the society of the undereducated are iaontified,
new resources will have to be developed and
creative programs inaugurated. Even given every
opportunity possible through well defined
instructional programs, the road to social and
cultural betterment for the undereducated adult
remains at best a difficult and discouraging
path.
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DEEDS AND NEEDS :IN READING TESTS

Dale E. Bennett

It is generally conceded that the year of 1910
marks the beginning of the scientific movement
in education. The publication of the Gray_
Standardised Oral Reading Paragraphs in 1915
marked the first in a long list of reading tests
which have been published up to the present time.
It is, therefore, perhaps axiomatic that some
type of inventory would be in order after one
half century of producing reading tests. Cer-
tainly if one is looking for either the sweet
aura of contentment which comes from a job well
done or, on the other hand, one is attempting
to determine future direction or needs in test-
ing at the secondary cr college-adult level,
then some type of stoci-taking would appear to
be in order.

The logical starting point for one assigned the
task of assessing the needs of the field of
reading testing at the secondary and college-
adult level would be to determine what has been
done in this area to the present time. The

primary reference utilized to assess the current
status of reading tests which are available for
use by reading teachers at the secondary and
college level is an unpublished paper by Raygor
and Bennett entitled, "A Guide to High School
and College Reading Tests."* The purpose of
that document was to collate and present pertin-
ent data for group administered reading testa
which are designed for use with high school and

*Available from Dr. Alton Raygor, 101 Eddy Hall,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota

55455.
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college students. The authors attempted to
locate every reading test available at the
specified levels and then to gather all the
technical and empirical data which was felt to
be most often -jesired by persons who are faced
with the task of reading test selection. The
format which finally evolved for the compendium
consisted of the following information, when it
was available, for each test: the number of
forms which are available, the grade levels for
which the instrument is designed, the time which
is required for (1) the pupil to take the test
and (2) the total time required to administer
the test, the date of publication, the publisher's
name and address, the authors' names, the general
abilities purported to be measured by the instru-
ment, and whether other levels are available fcr
use at grades below 'he secondary level.

In addition to this usual information the in-
vestigators decided to include a brief summary
of salient reviewer comments, an assessment of
the instrument's reliability and validity, and
an analysis of the content of each individual
test. The investigators assumed that the Buros'
Mental Measurements Yearbook (1) would provide
the most logical starting point for locating the
tests available at the secondary and college-
adult level. It was later decided to check
Buros' Tests in Print (2), after the number of
tests located rose to unexpected heights, in
order to determine which of the instruments
located were still in print as of June 1, 1961.

The results of that analysis Produced some
rather surprising facts which are worthy of
note. The investigators found, much to their
surprise, a total of 58 different reading tests
were designed for use with high school anc!
college students_ it should be pointed out,
however, that four of the tests included in this
total were found to be currently out of print.
The rationale for including them in the
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compendium was that these four testa might still
be in rath,r widespread use around the country.

Table I

CLASSIFICATION OF HIGH SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE READING TESTS

36 Survey

2 Speed

11 Content Areas

1 Commerce
3 Natural Science

3 Social Science
1 General Science
1 History
1 English Literature
1 Diagnostic Reading Teat, Section

III
Rates of Reading--General, Social
Studies. & Science

6 Comprehension

3 Vocabulary & Comprehension

1 Vocabulary

2 Miscellaneous

61 TOTAL*

*For purposes of classification the four
sections of the Diagnostic Reading Tests
were considered separately.
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Table I presents a breakdown of the secondary
and college-adult reading tests considering the
general nature of the instrument as a whole.
For purposes of this classification, a survey
test is defined as one which contains subtests
which provided a measure of speed, vocabulary
and one or more types of comprehension. The
speed tests yield a rate of reading score and
nothing else. The content area tests are those
which are designed to provide an indication of
the student's ability to read the material within
a specified content field; they may or may not
cont. .n subtests which yield separate scores.
The comprehension tests yield only a single
score reflecting the student's power of compre-
hension and provide no subtests of either rate
or vocabulary. Depending upon the point of view,
instruments which contain subtests for both
vocabulary and comprehension are often times
considered, for purposes of generic classifica-
tion, as survey type instruments. However. for
the purpose of this classification the writers
chose to consider this type of instrument apart
from the general survey tests. The remaining
categories presented in Table I appear to be
self-explanatory.

It will be noted that the total number of instva-
ments reported in Table I differs from the *-6..al
which was cited earlier. In classifying the
tests according to type. the writer decided to
consider the four sections of the Diagnostic
Reading Tests separately. This fact thus
accounts for the difference in totals. Since
each section of the DRT is basically a separate
test the writer felt that lumping the entire
instrument into one category would perhaps con-
ceal some valuable information.

It is evident from examining Table I that the
survey type test is by far the most common
instrument available for us by secondary and
college teachers of reading. Actually the
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survey type instrument makes .,3 59 per cent of
all of the reading tests available for use with
secondary or college students.

An examination of the component subtests in each
of the instruments located produces a certain
enigma. This particular enigma arises when one
compares the empirical nature of reading tests
with the results available from the factor
analytic research studies which have been re-
ported in the literature. The factor analytic
studies attempt to explore the nature of the
reading process by utilizing already existing
reading tests. The results of these studies
basically indicate tnat, when given the instru-
ments, we can account for the major portion of
the measurable variance with a small number of
factors. This fact was demonstrated in the
study by Davis (3) as early as 1944 and again
more recently in the work of Holmes and Singer
(4). Lennon (5), after reviewing the existing
literature, concluded that most of the measur-
able variance in reading tests could be
accounted for by four factors. The four
factors identified and labeled by Lennon were:
1) a general verbal factor; 2) a factor which
he labeled comprehension of explicity state
material; 3) the comprehension of implicit or
latent meaning; and 4) an element which he
termed "appreciation."

On the other Mind, examination of the instru-
ments which are available for testing reading
ability at the high school or college level
reveals a diverse array of sub-test titles.
Trailer (6), in 1951, critically analyzed 28
reading tests, each of which contained three
or more sub-tests. He found a total of 49
different subtests in the instruments wtich he
analyzed, but 23 of these subtests were found
to be included in only one instrument.
Traxler's findings would appear to suggest that
the labeling of subtests is largely a matter
of personal convenience rather than an accurate
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reflection of the specific nature of the ability
which the test purportedly measures. This same
condition prevails today in reading tests which
are designed for use with secondary or college
students.

A further disturbing element is found when one
examines the subtest inter-correlations in many
of the reading tests which are in use today.
Examination of the inter-correlations between
subtests contained in many reading tests serves
to cast doubt upon the question, "Is the test
measuring what the title or name says it is
measuring?" In many instances, when one examines
the subtest inter-correlations it is frequently
noted that the correlation coefficients are often
so high that, for all practical purposes, the
two tests are essentially measuring the same
thing. For example, when the correlation co-
efficient between subtest X and subtest Y
approaches the neighborhood of .90, it could be
assumed that the two tests are measuring the
same ability or function. In this example, the
coefficient of .90 indicates that 81% of the
measurable. variance can be attributed to the
relationship between subtests X and Y. FUrther,
the assumption could be made that subtest X,
for example, is not contributing much signifi-
cant information beyond that which is contributed
by subtest Y.

The conclusion to be drawn from the evidence
cited above certainly seems to indicate the
presence of an obvious conflict which needs
to be reconciled.

The decision to undertake a chronological
analysis of currently available reading tests
for the secondary and college-adult reading
levels yielded some interesting information.

.

Figure I presents the results of this analysis
in graphic form. Since the year 1910 ushered
in the scientific movement in education, this
would appear to serve as a logical starting
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point for analyzing the extent of activity in
testing at the secondary and college-adult
levels. The analysis ty decades utilized two
pertinent aspects of the reading tests. First
the writer considered the date of origin or the
year when the test first appeared in print.
This information is presented graphically in
Figure I as the bottom bar. The writer secondly
looked at the data of latest revision for exist-
ing instruments and this is represented in
Figure I by the top bar.

Inspection of Figure I reveals only one bar for
the decade 1910-19. This is due to the fact
that there was only one test located which was
introduced during this period. Since the be-
ginning of this decade marked the beginning of
the scientific movement in education it stands
to reason that one would not logically expect
to find tests being revised during this period.
Further examination of Figure I reveals that
the decades of the 20's, 30's, 40's and 50's
were all approximately equal in terms of the
number of reading tests which were introduced
during each period. Figure I further indicates
a gradual but steady progression in the number
of instruments revised during each decade with
the peak period of activity occurring in the
1950's.

The rather large number of tests which were
revised in the .SJ's tempts one to speculate as
to possible factors which would provide the
impetus for such activity. Two possible explan-
ations can logically be suggested. One, the
large number of tests which were revised during
this period may be a reflection of the "post-
sputnik reaction" which touched practically
every phase of the educational enterprise. The
second possible explanation is that, with
increasing sophistication in the field of
measurement and test construction, test authors
suddenly realized the perils of an out-dated
instrument, and hastened to update them.
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Both of these explanations are basically a form
of crystal ball gazing and it is not known
which, if either, is correct. They are simply
offered as possible explanations for the rather
unusual &mount of activity which was found to
take place during this decade.

The results which are presented in Figure I for
the period 1960-65 are disquieting and sur-
prising. It should be pointed out that the
results presented here are for only one-half
decade and thus some distortion is possible
when comparing this information with that of
the other periods in Figure I. With the amount
of activity which took place in thy: decade of
the 50's in both test construction and revision,
one would logically expect to find a continu-
ation, and perhaps even an increase in activi-
ties of this type. However, from the
information presented in Figure I, this is
apparently not the case. This lack of activity
in the area of testing at the secondary and
colle,;s-adult levels during the first half of
this decade is certainly suspect. Immediately,

one begins to speculate as to Aether the lack
of activity, as indicated in Figure I for the
6('s, is due to the fact that we have reached
a point of saturation in terms of the number
of instruments which the consumers' market can
stand, or 10.3ther we have reached a state of
impass with regard to test construction and
revision. If the reflection of the current
status of activity in test construction and
revision represented in Figure I is indeed
accurate, it is certainly ar indication of an
unhealthy condition which is in need of immedi-
ate correction.

Recognizing that relying upon the copyright
date alone would interject a factor of bias
due to the publication lag, the writer felt
it imperative to review other sources of
information which would be likely to contain
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evidence of recent research activities in the
areas of testing and evaluation of reading.
The Bliesmer summaries of research which appear
in the annual yearbooks of the National Reading
Conference were selected for review since these
would logically contain evidence of any activity
in the areas of testing and evaluation of read-
ing which had takan place during the first half
of the 60's decade. A thorough review of the,
research summaries covering the years 1960-64
indicated that the evidence presented in
Figure I is entirely accurate. The Bliesmer
summaries for this period reported studies
dealing with already existing instruments, pre-
diction studies, factors affecting test results
or test effectiveness, cloze procedures, and
some exploratory studies dealing with the con-
struction of tests of reading flexibility. It

is still entirely possible, however, that there
is a considerable amount of activity in the
field of testing ar.:;i evaluation at the secondary
and college-adult levels which has not been
reported in the literature. Hopefully this is
the case. With the lack of activity in testing
which is evident during the first half of the
present decade, one can only hope that the last
half of this decade will result in considerable
attention being devoted to test construction
and revision in the field of reading at all
levels.

There are a number of apparent needs which are
evident from past deeds in the areas of measure-
ment and evaluation of reading at the high
school and college -adult levels. Errors of
commission or omission evident from the past
should provide an indication as to what needs
to be done in the future. These needs should
suggest the direction and scope for future
activity in the realm of reading testing.

First, examination of the instruments which are
currently available for measurement of reading
at the secondary and college level reveals that
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there are far too many out-dated instruments on
the market today. There are tests being used
today that have not been revised for twenty
year or more. Therefore, the suggestion that
these obviously out-dated instruments either
be removed or revised would appear to be per-
fectly justified and defensible. Such instru-
ment,- cannot possibly incorporate the continuing
advances which have been made in the areas of
measurement and evaluation.

Second, t.h multitude of instruments available
would appear to warrant the establishment of a):
agency within the profession charged with the
responsibility for providing critical analyses
of all present and future instruments. There
is a need for a single resource where the re.ti-
ing teacher can locate those instruments w1,01
would be most appropriate for his nee,dL.
analyses should be drafted with the objec.U.re
of insuring "lay" professional understeudi-g.
Every teacher cannot logically be expected to
be a measurement specialist, but they cen be
intelligent test users when provided W.i h the
necessary technical data spelled out in terms
they can understand.

Third there is a need for a concerted research
effort which will attempt to reconcile the
conflict between the results of the factor
analytic studies and the empirical nature of
moat of our present reading testa. We need to
compare the results from tests which are con-
structed to measure three or four primary
factors with those obtained from tests which
measure many "non-primary" factors. We need
to know whether a reading test which is con-
structed to measure only primary factors will
provide the necessary diagnostic information
which the teacher needs. We need to know
whether the primary factors differ significantly
from treatment factors, The basic question of
whether we need the present plethora of subtests
is in need of a definitive answer.
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Fourth, there is an urgent need for the formu-
lation and adoption of a set of operational
definitions in the field of reading. An oper-
ational definition can perhaps best be described
as defining a term by stating the operations or
procedures employed in distinguishing the objects
referred to from any others. According to the
doctrine of "operationalism" all meaning of any
term rests ultimately upon the facts of direct
observation. The lack of operational definitions
has resulted in the use of imprecise terminology
in the field of reading and this has definitely
had a deleterious effect. It is possible to
hypothesize that the lack of a set of operational
definitions has produced the plethora of reading
subtests with different labels, such as we find
existing today. This use of imprecise termin-
ology in the field of reading has had further
impact upon our research efforts to date by
making the communication of research findings
extremely difficult, to say the very least.

Fifth, once operational definitions have been
established, we need to launch a vigorous effort
to devise appropriate techniques to measuring
them. Micheal summed up this problem extremely
well when he stated that, "Welcome as major
advances in statistical methodology may be, the
critical need in educational and psychological
testing is not for additional statistical
sophistication, but rather for the formulation
of a comprehensive and workable theory for the
teaching and the learning process to which
measurement and evaluation procedures can be
meaningfully related."

From all of the information presently available,
it would appear that, to a large measure, the
future progress in the field of reading will be
largely determined by the degree to which we are
successful in the determination of appropriate
solutions to these needs.
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A CONCEPT OF COMPREHENSION FOR TEACHERS

Richard .Aevens
University of Notre Dame

My task today is to discuss with you my concept
of reading comprehension.

I would like to clarify, from the beginning,
that I bring no particular qualifications to
this task beyond those that are possessed by
any conscientious and thoughtful teacher of
reading. Perhaps I should also tell you that
before receiving training 'n reading my back-
ground was English Literature and for the last
two years i have been one of the leaders in the
)rent Books seminar whick. every Arts and Letters
Junior must take at the University of Notre
Dame, where I teach. I give you my list of non-
qualifications so that you will expect no more
of me than I am capable of delivering--a few
working thoughts.

Perhaps we might begin by asking, in good
dialectic fashion, how does one form a concept
of comprehension at all? I suppose there are
various approaches. One might go to the exist-
ing pedagogical authorities in the field of
reading and read their texts or listen to their
speeches at meetings. Or one might go to the
journals of research and consider what tho
current psychological models of reading happen
to be. One might, for example, build a concept
of comprehension on the gestalt theory, or on
communication theory, or on the theory of
operant conditioning. Or one might form a
theory of comprehension based on the dozens of
workbooks that claim to improve comprehension,
written by professors of reading all over the
country. All of these sources of building a
concept of reading are interesting and I suppose
productive for those who are searching. Ulti-
mately, the concept one finds useful will
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depend on his background, his training, his
experience AS a teacher, and finally his tempera-
ment as a man. I suppose it is in concepts of
comprehension as it is in so many other things,
one is fated t- choose a concept which is an
image of himself. In the final analysis, one
uses what he can and must.

kt any rate, the route I take in conceiving com-
prehension is based less on what would be called
professional reading and more OA my experience
of teaching reading at the college level. What
I have to tell you today I have learned, if it
can be called learning, from observa'.ion of the
way students read, the way i read, aria from
discoveries of what I could teach that students
could apply with results.

I would like to begin the delineation of my
concept of comprehension by talking to you about
two considerations I feel are fundamental. The

first concerns the qualities of the materials
read in college (or input as it is expressed in
the language of technology). The second con-
cerns the qualities of the intellectual response
to these materials (or output). My first point
will be that no concept of comprehension (and
by extension, no concept of teaching compre-
hension) will be adequate which does not take
into account, on the one hand, the extensive
variations in the reading materials that go into
our reader- knd, on the other, the various types
of thougl. 6sponses that are expected to come
ol.t of hi& by le collage he attends. In this
part C my talk I suppose I am trying to say
that it rek.13y not the job of the reading
person to define comprehension in -trly terms
short of the whole university enterprise in
thoughtful literacy.

What do we learn when we consider the variety
of materials which college students read? We
learn that there is extensive variation in
this material, extensive differences in
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subjects, styles, meanings, structures, methods,
purposes, and whatever else you will. Consider

for a moment the differences in material in the
subjects of the usual college education: Liter-
ature; Philosophy; History; Sccial Science;
Natural Science; Physical Science; Mathematics;
and Theology. When we form our concept of com-
prehension, can we ignore the variation in
methods, purposes, structures, and styles o:
presenting ideas in these different materials?

But the variations in material multiply when we
consider the further differences in content
within each subject. To take the subject of
literature, for example, we can see that in the
restricted area of narrative prose we have the
short story, the novel and the autobiograpli:;.
4e have also the essay which is prose but not
narrative. We have the drama which may be
either tragic or comic. Finally we have the
poetry, to mention only a few of the kinds of
works that are classified as literary materials.
Are all these works built of the same materials
and with the same structures?

The situation is not much different in philosophy.
In the same course a professor may assign: a

text book written by himself, a dialogue by
Plato, a poem by Lucretius, o; a lengthy exposi-
tory work, say by John Dewey. Is our concept of
comprehension to ignore such differences in
1.:.esentation?

in listing these variations of material, and the
list could b6 extended throughout the full
range of subjects in a university education, I

make no effort at being exhaustive. I am only
trying to point up some very real differences
which I feel are often overlooked by those who
teach reading courses and especially those who
write or use comprehension workbooks. It is my
113lief that each of these materials must be
Jad differently, that the process of compre-

hending them must also be adapted to the unique
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devices of presentation peculiar to each. Dif-
ferent questions must be asked by the reader and
different processes of thought must be imple-
mented in answering them.

I do not intend to go into all of this in detail.
But to illustrate my point, let me suggest that
you imagine the following situation. Suppose a
student comes to you and asks: How do you read
this kind of work? Suppose he asks this of each
of the different kinds of works I have listed.
If for any two materials in the list you would
be prompted to give him different specific
advice, then your background is adequate to
establish the importance of variation in subject
material for teaching reading comprehension.

The second type of variation which should
influence our concept of comprehension concerns
what students are expected to do after having
read the different materials we have been talk-
ing about. I shall proceed by listing some of
the behavioral outputs of reading that might be
expected of one student by his various pro-
fessors. Students may be asked to do the follow-
ing as a response to their reading:

to interpret words, terms, images, symbols,
happenings

to identify structures, organization,
pattern

to understand general ideas, principles
to apply principles or manipulate data
to form critical principles
to remember material

Within each of these there is 7kriatd-n from
course to course (of course). The 'same'
behavior, the ability to apply principles,
takes the following different forms as a stu-
dent applies principles to what he rrads in
various courses:
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in math he derives a mathematical proof
in chemistry he does an experiment
in physics he solves a number problem
in English he writes a critique of a story
in Philosophy he states a philosophical

position
in History he does a piece of historical

research

In my opinion, analysis of responses such as
this sugge:tts that widely differing thought
responses are demanded of our students in the
various reading they are assigned.

The list of different operatons which students
are expected to perform could be multiplied to
whatever length one wihes, depending on how
fine a categorization one prefers to make.
Some of you, I imagine, would want a longer and
much more elaborate list of readin- outputs;
others a shorter one. I offer min6 only to
illustrate the point that our concept of compre-
hension must be built upon the outputs that
professors demand of their students and that
these demands vary widely. When one considers
that the outputs have to be appropriate to the
inputs, or to say it another way, that reading
responses must be framed in terms of the peculi-
arities of the material, we can see that compre-
hension cannot be conceived in any simple
fashion. Teachers must develop concepts of
comprehension and methods of improving it which
go beyond the conventional workbook concept
which ignores most differences in both material
and in response.

Let us turn now from the matters of input and
output to consider a third factor which bears
on our concept of comprehension: the way we
conceive the process of thought. For as long
as I can remember the expression "Reading is
Thinking" has been a commonplace. No one in the
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field of reading dares to question it. Eu
when the materials published for the teach ng
of comprehension are evaluated, I am led tc
wonder what kind of thinking the sloganeers
have in mind. It appears that almost any kind
will do so long as it can be expressed in the
form of a question with a keyed answer, copy-
righted, printed on paper in workbooks or on
cardboard cards packaged in boxes, or fed into
a computer and displayed on a cathode ray tube.
This is the age of mass education in which we
have mass-produced questions raised by bored
writers with little reference to the peculiar-
ities of materials or the thought processes
necessary to understand them. Both materials
and questions are forced on apathetic readers
who have no idea why such questions are worth
asking and who are dispossessed of the right
and title to ask and answer questions of their
own. This is the age of the non-thought reading
response. Thinking after reading is reduced
to finding a letter to circle; to underlining
answers; to writing one word fill-ins; to making
marks on an IBM card; or to finding a button to
push. The question asked is unapproachable;
its terms are never defined; its purpose and
function are as remote and unapproachable as
the will of God in former times. And all this
masquerades under the shibboleth "Reading is
Thinking."

The fact that such materials are used to teach
comprehension so universally leads me to
question just what is to be the thinking that
we want during our students' reading? Isn't
the thinking that goes on during reading pre-
cisely what we are after as we search for a
concept of comprehension? In my view it is.
so let us try to define and clarify what kind
of thinking is appropriate for good compre-
hension.

At this point a difficulty arises, for what we
want to know- -that is, how students think or
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should think while they realis not easy to
come by. For the thinking of a student, what
goes on in his little black box, is not a
phenomenon th,..c can be observed. The best that
anyone can do is to speculate or theorize on
what may or should happen when thought occurs.

As I see it there are two speculations (or
theories if that sounds better) of what we mean
when we say "Reading is Thinking," that is of
what go ©s on in the little black box when it
reads.

The first notion of what thinking is during
reading, in my opinion, reduces it to a cate-
gory or pattern of stimulus response activity.
The text is considered the stimulus which
triggers off set responses in the readers'
thoughts. This concept of comprehension views
reading texts as repositories of recurring
stimuli in a highly regular organization. There
are organization stimuli which trigger off
structural responses. There are purpose
stimuli which trigger off knowledge of the
author's purpose et cetera, et cetera. These
stimuli are viewed as having relatively identi-
cal characteristics and relations in all the
many types of reading which cause readers to
recognize them as similar cues in the different
materials read. Th'-s view holds that to tech
reading comprehension, students must be trained
to recognize the lexical, grammatical, 8yr--
tactical, and rhetorical stimuli and to associ-
ate with them the appropriate lexical,
grammatical and rhetorical responses. To teach
students such responses all that teachers need
are reading exercises, that is the college
reading workbook.

The workbook consists of a number of articles
on topics selected according to whim or fashion.
Regardless of the reading material ten questions
follow--generally of the same format though
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slightly modified to fit the article and the par-
ticular skill concept of the editor. The reader
shall not ask any questions, he shall not even
be encouraged to notice those which naturally
arise in his mind. The reader will read and
answer the questions, checking off the appropriate
letter of the multiple choice response. Even-

tually the reader will read to answer such
questions. What an achievement!

I do not claim to be an expert in stimulus-
responne theory, but I wonder what else is the
basis of the reading workbook exercise? The
whole business appears to me to be grrnulded on
the notion that repeated working of reading
exercises inevitably implants in the students'
minds a standard pattern Cf ;:uestions and
answers. In any case the teaching procedure is
basically drill, learning by doing over and over
with little reflection. It is not my business
to dispute whatever learning in other fields is
properly taught by such methods of drill--for
example typing. What I do want to affirm today
is that comprehension in my opinion is not one
of them. I do not think that comprehension as
it should occur in college reading is facili-
tated by the average workbook exercise. My
reasons are the following.

My first objection to the workbook approach of
"read this a-A answer the editor's questions"
is based on the analysis of reading materials
already made. I believe that college reading
materials when properly scrutinized simply do
not present identical paths through identical
forests of identical trees to identical kinds
of treasure. In other words, college reading
materials vary too greatly in the signs of mean-
ing, in the multifarious arrangements of meaning,
and in the purposes for which they exist at all
to fit the oversimplified model of a stimulus
response situation, that is, one characterized
by repetition of relatively identical elements.
College reading materials as I study them are at
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least as various as they are similar.

My second objection to a stimulus response model
for comprehension is that the widely varying
responses expected of college readers have little
or no relationship to the mechanical question-
answer workbook ritual. When we consider the
extremely ambiguous and confusing amalgam that
sophisticated college reading materials present- -
it is not difficult to see that the manner of
thinking while reading expected of college
students by their professors bears almost no
relation to the mental activity induced by work-
book questions. The most glaring defect of the
questions is that they are asked by someone else
rather than the reader. A second defect is they
are all too easily answered with little thought.
If the workbook exercises work, it is to train
readers to make relatively thoughtless stock
responses to material they have rc.,t, confronted
at all. Workbook questions, in my opinion, do
not suggest the way of thinking while reading
or the why.

I would like now to present what is in my
opinion a more adequate conceFt of thinking
for reading comprehension, one which I think
more properly fits the nature of the reading
materials read and the kinds of mental processes
readers must use. As I see it, the kind of
thinking that should occur in reading is the
kin Dewey defined in his concept of reflective
thought. This is a kind of thinking that
emphasizes the organism's need to "fine for
itself its own problem and to crea e a unique
structure of thought to solve it. To simplify
a notion Dewey elaborated at some length, the
problem of tLe person, as well as the reader,
is to become aware of a difficulty, to learn
enough about it to shape a problem, to gather
evidence or data with which to solve it, and
then to create a solution and verify it. The
emphasis in all of this for Dewey was on
creative thought as opposed to the remembered
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stock answer or rehearsed procedure. Dewey saw
that the learning situation is one that requires
the person to reconstruct realit:r rather than
merely repeat established conceptions.

In my view it is so with reading. Reading

selection ,.arely present, as I have said, the
same path .nrough the same trees to the same
treasure. To rephrase Parmenides, one never
steps into the same reading material twice.
Each piece of reaJing material is a relatively
complex amalgam of purpose, procedure, device
and content assembled by a unique writer to
embody reality as he pqrceives it. Such
materials provide for readers opportunities
for a reconstruction of what they consider to
be reality. Reading will provide such an
opportunity for them if they conceive of the
act as a thoughtful one, rather than as a mere
exercise. Our readers must be taught to con-
ceive of reading as reflective thinking to
solve problems -- thinking, first, to solve the
large personal problem of confronting reality
and, secondly, thinking to solve the many read-
ing problems that issue from this objective in
given reading situations.

To put this in other words is to say that the
role of comprehension in reading is to under-
st:nd the author's meanings and structures in
order to discover one's own mind on the matter
at hand. But the interests, meanings, and
structures, or lack of them with which the
reader approaches an author's writing inevitably
influen:e, confuse, or even prevent the reader
from porceiving the author's message. The

result is that the reader must learn to include
his reading equipment or lack of it as part of
the problem of understanding documents. In the

process of hacking his way through the forest,
he may find that he must frequently pause to
sharpen his ax.

in any case the encounter with a new and
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sophisticated text begins in a state of bloomin
buzzin confusion--a true Deweyan problem state.
The reader who wishes to solve his reading
problem must conceive it in terms other than
doing what he did last time, since the new text
and the present need are not like last time.
The reader's only recourse is to initiate
problem solving activity. Now how is this done?

Readers do this by creating hypotheses of mean-
ing, structure, procedure and value as they
proceed. Literally, the reader must create a
strategy of what he must do with this document
to get done what it and his needs dictate. The
reader must hypothesise what kind of document
it is, what its purposes and methods are, what
kind of meaning its words have, which statements
are truths and which are support, and finally,
which statements indicate procedure and organ-
ization. And as the reader continues to read
he must search for evidence which supports some
hypotheses and rejects others. All the time he
thinks in order to produce a clear and orderly
perception of what he is reading, until at last
he is able to reconstruct the material into the
form which will satisfy the problem he posed
for himself. It is reflective thought in a
framework of inquiry of this kind which is what
I conceive reading comprehension to be.

What readers =-ho wish to improve their compre-
hension need to learn, then, is to think
reflectively, to formulate a set of their own
questions in a structure of inquiry created
during the reading. They must learn to make
of the act of comprehension a problem solving
process that involves the creation of strategy,
hypotheses, questions, search and verification.
They must learn that it is their efforts of a
reflective kind that introduce clarity, order
and significance into the document they are
seeking to understand. Readers must also learn
that this thinking is done in order to achieve
a highly' personal result: an understanding of
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themselves and the world they live in. They must
learn that comprehension is vital questioning that
originates from the self, proceeds systematically
through the reading of a document, and returns to
the self with the payoff of greater awareness of
what reality is all about.

We must teach readers that comprehension is this
kind of reflective thinking, not the Slavish,
mechanical, and routine kind that workbooks
suggest. It is thinking that is involved with
questioning and answering but with the differ-
ence that it proceeds from a personally oriented,
personally structured inquiry into what is, not
a slavish answering of someone else's routine
questions. We must teach them to think of read-
ing in this way and to think during reading in
this way in the highest and fullest sense.

That is the concept of comprehension I think we
should have as college teachers of reading.

In a final paragraph I would like to suggest
SCOW guidelines for the inplementation of these
ideas. First, I think we must rid ourselves of
the notion that comprehension is concerned on12,
with the problems of cramming materials into
our heads. Next, we must reject the idea that
we teach thoughtful comprehension by workbook
exercises. if we can get this far we are ready
to build. We should then recognize that if we
are to teach comprehension as reflective think-
ing on texts which vary in kind, we must
recognize that we may have to teach our students
something about this variation in the materials
they read. To state it flatly, I suspect we
must teach our students some rhetoric--that is,
we must inform them about the way different
texts are written, the way they util'Ae dif-
ferent devices, methods, and strategies to
accomplish different ends. We must also teach
them some dialectic--that is something about the
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manner in which truth is pursued, conceived and
formulated. I say we as reading teachers must
teach our students these matters and we must
also educate them to a level at which they can
utilize such ideas in the reflective thought
process that is reading. Lastly, we must utilize
classroom methods of reading and responding that
go beyond the workbook exercise in which the
editorquestioner does most of the thinking. In
closing I would like to suggest three books
which will provide more detailed suggestions:*
I. A. Richards, Interpretation in Teaching;
Mortimer Adler, How to Read a Book; and Stella
Carter, The Art of Reading.
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THE HIDDEN LANL-3UA,A

John Brewer

In all of my career I have never been identified
as a pure scholar. That is, I have never
engaged myself in the problems of scholarly
research and feedback. Nevertheless, I find
I'm constantly probing an with increasing
interest involving myself in areas which have
been thought untouchable. The problem which I
am going to discuss with you here I actually
encountered twelve years ago--. point in my
professional career when i was pleading the
desperate plight of children coming from emo-
tionally and socially infected homes long before
the source of the infection had been revealed.

In this paper I am going to attempt the render-
ing of a particularly painful message. You may
be repelled by what I have to say or you may
accept the message; nevertheless, this is not a
science-fiction story. going to discuss
what I call "the Hidden Language." The use of
this term involves the special risk of stereo-
typing all children living in slum ghettos as
possessing qncl utilizing this language. I

would like it clear to the reader that when I
say 'these children," I mean some, not all, of
the children living in deteriorated sections
who came from homes employing the in-group lingo
or "the Hidden Language" as the primary means
of communication.

Realistically speaking it is ioportant that we
pay special attention to the "bumping" or
colliding of two primary languages which has
suddenly taken place in many schools and which
has presented some bad problems for educators.

In some instances we encountel- children whose
primary language consists of various slang
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expressions foreign to the middle-class language
used in the school. This "hidden language" is
supplemented by a wealth of rhymes an-3 verbal
play going somewhat like this:

One day a teacher of mine came to me and said
"Mr. Brewer, these kids really think I'm rich.
i heard one of them saying, 'You know Mr.
Cummir7e, boy, he's really got it made--he pays
four bucks for a haircut.'" I didn't want to
shock Mr. Cummings, but finally I explained to
him that in their lingo the kids meant he was
"a square " - -a dollar a side for the haircut.

Associated with this verbal play is a type of
rhyming which some of you may wish to use on
your Christmas cards. It goes like this:

'Bias the day before Nicktide,
And all through the crib,
The hepcats were sparkling,
That righteous adlib.
The lay socks were stacked
By the smokestack, in fact,
It was an unhep bag
On old Santa's back.

This is the type of rhyme that goes on and on
and on--

Outside of school these children function in a
style different to that of the advantaged child
who speaks appropriate English standardized in
pronunciation. The disadvantaged child is
basically non-verbal, using short, crisp non-
dominated sentences. So, despite whatever
intelligence they might possess, most of these
students experience successive failure in
school. In fact, most of them are reading two
or more years below their grade level. Thus,
by the time the child is ready to enter junior
high after sixth grade he will be in worse
shape than when he entered third grade.
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The der,th of their reading problem is so well
hiddeel that even well-meaning teachers often
miss th' seriousness of the problem. The

teacher is often looking into the child's world
as an outsider and thereby sometimes cause more
harm than they realize.

When I first encountered their problem I realized
that it would be necessary to learn their
language first-hand. I found their idiom to be
as daze.lng as a diamond - -the spiraling idiomatic
relationships distilled the pure flavor of the
bittersweet- -the valleys of anxiety and the
peaks of joy. In order to master the "hipster'r
tongue" 1 began by employing these children as
my teachers. But soon, 1 realized it was impera-
tive that their parents had to be my tutors.
As I moved out of the classroom into the main. -
stream of their street corner society, the "cats
of the corners," in their lingo, became my con-
sultants.

Mastering the hidden language had a very sobering
effect upon me. What appeared originally to be
a sparkling new language actually came to repre-
sent a metaphorical jail cell standing for
separateness and hence exclusion and rejection.
The rejection, I realized, led to activities to
bolster self-esteem expressing itself by the
usage of flashy, flamboyant and ultimately dis-
paraging language. Used in the classroom the
effect of their language becomes vindictive and
abusive.

A very popular use of the hidden language is in
the process of "operation japping" or teacher
harrassment. Probably no other single factor
affects teacher turnover in a difficult school
as much as "operation japping." It can best be
described in the picturesque descriptive
language of those children having the capabilities
of implementing it in the school setting. It

goes something like this:
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"The spray tom-cat is ready to roll
So he begins with a stinging hit and the

sandbagging starts.
Strange noise; come out of nowhere; the
tom-cat digs the tadpoles and it is now
time for the chicken to become an eagle.
And all the frogs and foxes better trilly
along."

Th,,.s is the rich verbal facility that these
children bring to the school experience that
we have never tapped or converted. "The spray
tom-cat" is a 33rd degree little street expert,
a master of all the skills of the jungle and
his fair churn: of the ghetto. He is sly and
he is ruthless. "Is ready to roll"--he is
ready to maxe his move, so he "begins with a
stinging hit"--that's the first attack--and
"sandbagging starts" which means that things
are thrown. "Strange Loises come out of nowhere"
--and children are unresponsive. "The tom-cat"
who is now the leader, "digs," which means he
informs, "ell the tadpoles," which are his
cla,smates, that "it is now time for the chicken
to become an eagle." In other words, it is now
time for the boss to become more aggressive.
"And all the frogs and foxes," the boys and
girls, "better trilly along," better join his
group. "Because the scene has fallen on its
belly"--it's too late for them to turn back.
"The first step is to unzip Teach"--make the
teacher back down--"so the tom-cat takes the
long dive ".-- which. means he openly defies the
teacher. "He hopes she puts him in cold
storage"--punishes him--"so he can dress her in
red tresses"--insult her--"he and his been-
teens"--his special friends--"get bolder and
out flock"--which means outwit--"and scramble"
--gang-up "on the teacher daily." "All the
evening she is shot down with grief"--they play
dirty tricks on her--"until she is ready for the
big sleep"--which means for her to give in.
"The bomb"--a special member of his gang- -
"continues the heart -beat kick"--the fun--
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for six nights straight"--every opportunity

they have--"until they are sure she is frozen
in a needle"--does not know what to do. "The

tom-cat"--tho leader--"now becomes the bull"
the supreme leader--"so he decided to wing"- -
exploit - - "the scene."

There is no doubt in my mind that literally
thousands of teachers have left difficult
schools because they couldn't communicate with
the students. The teacher's inability to com-
municate often causes a despv.iate frustration
which is released in contacts with the students.
Often the student feels that his exclusion from
the center of society gives him a license to
create a separate world with a separate language
enforced by idiomatic ambushes, neatly bobby-
trapped with subtle jokes and strange language
behavior. Many efforts have been made by
seminars to discover the roots of the "hidden
language" and thereby diagnose the extensive-
ness of the problem. This has been done mainly
by going to the ghettos "Where the action is"
and studying the lingo first -hand. At this
point. I would like to present some definite
problems which the "hidden language" creates.

First, the term "hidden language" is misleading.
To many children attending school their lingo
is actually their primary language outside of
the school setting. Many teachers, however,
are unaware of this "hidden language." Hence,

conventional English is used in the classroom
and assumed by the teacher to be the norm for
these students.

Second, this primary language has its roots
planted in the family during the pre-school
years of these children. As the children live
beyond the family their language behavior takes
on a new twist. They coin words to express a
feeling, a thing, a body or a place. Often
these children come from homes in which the
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mother never uses language to describe, direct,
inform, discuss or even supervise. Therefore,
these children out of sheer desperation develop
their own remedies to become more sophisticated
in the use of language and thereuy communicate
within their own social class structure.
Strange idiomatic phrases are created to tie
together a complete thought. Their language,
in fact, is saturated with this type of verbal
play.

As the children move into the context of the
school setting the tug-of-war between the two
primary languages begins. The teacher attempts
to teach them conventional English which is
complex in grammatical construction unaware of
the bumping of the two languages. The students
are introduced to symbolism of a high order and
to a wid range of adjectives and adverbs. The

student is overwhelmed. He suddenly finds him-
self faced with the choice between the complex-
ity of their own verbal play and the frustration
and anxieties of the demanding authority in the
classroom to whom they cannot relate.

Teacher understanding is further blocked by the
fact that the logic of the student's language
is non-logic. For instance, "I an full of the
joy of being up front" in the ghetto means
"I'm just tired and disgusted with my circum-
stances." The appeal may be on the level of
illusion and fantasy. For example, "It goes
to the back of your head and pulls out beautiful
things"--of hope and aspirations, this one
moment of joy. This sort of language learned
from their parents expresses the full flavor of
the psychological and sociological impact of the
occurrence of one crisis after another. In

talking with the mothers I discovered that they
had a very interesting way of chatting. I

really wanted to understand their feelings
toward school in order to build bridges instead
of walls.
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In talking with the mothers the phrR:e "trees
without roots" would very often cos3 up in con-
versation. The phrase clwaL's ir...rigued me. Whc

would guess its meaningY :1..-oken home. The
depth of comprehension on VI') part of these
parents is really astounding. The range of
their colorful phrases to (1,q,ress all aspects
of life is quite amazing. For instance, they
have the ghetto "by a dream" just a hopL; or
they see their poverty-stricken young baby as
being "born without the light" or "the truth is
in the know, " - -it is not yot told; or sometimes
if their little boy in the classroom describes
his teacher, "Ooo...what a live one"--what a
fool. If they have experienced some pain or
loss they might sad "He grabbed himself a harp
and a crown, " - -he died.

"What a gas" was another phrase often used to
express their feelings toward middle-class
teachers. "What a gas"--you're just nauseating
in the positions you take toward poor people!
Sometimes the impoverished admit to being poor,
but they just don't want to be stamped as being
low class. U- 9ighter than snow"--it's just a
big lie. The spin-off from these expressions
is truly amazing.

I wonder how many teachers realize that these
children have a special way of talking about
their classroom teachers? For example, when I
used to talk to my kids who thought I was a real
nice teach, they used to call me "my golden
butterfly," 'ity luscious lollipop," "my special
pinetop," 'little Eva," or "star apple rnawed."
Their language for a mean teacher is just as
unique. "A head-shrinker," "Killer ape,"
"'Bloody Mary," "swinging Tillie," or "the
vu2.ture" are all depreciatory terms. These are
non-verbal children who are very presumptuous,
and .ho can pretty well categorize the teacher.
You can be sure that 'L. 'y have understood
exactly how a teacher reels about them or their
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recognition of a well taught lesson--"easy each"
or "heartbreak kicks."

What a wonderful thing it is for a little kid to
come out of a classroom in first grade and Liar

say, "Mister Brewer, it was easy each!" The
teacher probably did something to move the
children. Conversely they refer to a "poor
lesson," or "the same hard path," "she cracked
my skull," or "I was tucked in tight." They
might refer to a strict teacher as "Clyde Beatty,"
"Smokey the Bear," "I was caged quiet," Iv ball
and chain," or "rifle hard," or "double edge."
They do know a lot about their teachers and
express their feelings vividly.

I think it's very releVant that sometimes they
can get away with this name-calliAg. I am not
the critic exposed to the frequent misinterpre-
tations that occur. in an average classroom. I

remember a teacher who came rushing down to my
office and said, "Mister-Brewer, this is dis-
graceful, this is shocking." I said, 'What's
the matter?" She said, "I told this kid. He's
bringing bugs into the building and jamming
them in other kids' ears." I said, "Oh, we
have to do something. Bring little June bug
down and let's see if we can't find what this
is all about." So June bug came into the office
and we got to dialogin' and I said, "June Bug,
why are you stretched so thin by joy"--which
means why are you so sad. And he said, "Well,
teacher stached wa." And I said, "Well, don't
put your head in the bowl and pull the chain".
--which means don't give up. The problem
turned out to be that the student was talking
to one of the children in the class who wanted
to pay attention so the disturbed child said
to the teacher, "Be keeps on bugging my ear."

There is another instance wherein a group of
second grade children who were being disciplined
were told by their teacher "not to come back
to school this afternoon unless all of you bring
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a pencil and paper." As the kids were leaving
the room some of them said, "I'm goin' bring a
stick to school this afternoon." To which the
teacher replied, "You better not. If you do
I'm going to take you down to the office."

Consequently three or four kids show up that
afternoon without a pencil. The teacher says,
"Where's your pencil?" And one of them replies.
"You said not bring one!"

"You call me a liar!" screams the teacher.

Thus it begins. What do you think these kids
call a pencil? A sticks There are hundreds
of stories like this. The language barriers
and the many subtle forces that alienate the
Classroom teacher become a barrier to communi-
cation.

Far too many students are caught up in this
sort of in-group language. In essence, this
problem actually points the way to a fresh
approach to teaching children whose primary
language collides or bumps with the school's
primary language. In the face of these dif-
ficulties, or perhaps because of them I decided
to embark on one of my many special projects.
My purpose was to prove that these children
could experience teacn.ng that conformed with
the kind of language and related thinking which
they had already startc.d.

Now I would be the first to say that these
children MUST- -and let me say this as strong
as I can - -MUST acquire the facility to speak
good, formal English. But the place to start
is where the children are and provide the
fundamental linkage so that they can understand
that their language places them in a jail, in
a separate world and does not provide the key
for them to be assimilated into the men stream
of our society. So, in essence if one Looks
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for substance instead of
language behavior, it is
of the positive features
crust of degradation and
in the hidden language.

smut and questionable
possible to have some
that lay below the
depravemcnt explicit

So with the chains of crisis burning on, I

decided to review this distinctive language in
some perspective--realistic, tough and pra,Lical.

In a slum ghetto, one of the most challenging
and on-going experiences in which these children
engage themselves is a process called "slipping,"
"cupping," or "playing the dozens." It is an
area which promotes high competitiveness. Ln

itself it is degrading, but at least their moti-
vation is high. "Capping" is a process which
goes something like this: One might say
to another, "Your mommy wasn't barn, she was
trapped." "Your sisters are side-show bait"
or "you ain't got no mommy or poppy." The feed-
back is "so's your mommy" or something similar.
it's a game which they just love.

So i decided to convert this into something I
called, "oeration Capping." I decided to make
use of thei rich verbal facility and plug it
in where their voltage was high. I would
assemble groups of four, five, six, seven, eight
of these children and then introduce them to a
well-known idiom such as "pad," "crib," "bunk"
which they knew meant house. Then these
children would have to cap each other, or top
each other by introducing a formal word in its
place. Thus the responses suddenly produced
"house" and "home." The kids were very com-
petitive in this capping game and resorted to
practices toward which they had previously
been indifferent. They had to win the capping
game at all costs. The result was that they
discovered for themselves the built-in dis-
advantages of their own idiomatic phrases.
They discovered that their own language didn't
go anywherethat it didn't convey the meaning
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they were striving towards. For example, they
were stumped when they tried to look up defin-
itions for such idiomatic phrases as "toys on a
fairy lake," "gold is my color," or "I'm on ice,
man." For the first time they would go to a
dictionary and come to a dead end. They began
to express a real concern about their verbal
deficit in their former language. The spin-off
of all this was such that from these children
over a period of ten years I collected over 5000
of these idioms and jargons. In fact there is
not a word in textbook that I can't relate in
the idiom.

The tangible results of this capping game soon
became apparent. I would take a second grade
boy who had the normal intelligence to read.
However, he refused to read a book. The only
thing he had that was important to him was a
pocket knife. Thus I would take a pocket knife
and say, "Let's talk about it." Then I would
make use of all the words of the sight vocabu-
lary of a second grade book. If he learned to
tell me where--w-h-e-r-e--he got the pocket
knife then "where" became relevant in his sight
vocabulary. If he wanted to tell me when he
bought it, then "when" became relevant. So in
a real crude and imaginative way I used all of
these sight words t.. enable him to write a sLory
that he could read. These kids ran through a
whole textbook in about six months.

Some of the other tangible results were that
they became much less dependent on idiom to
express themselves. They had a new purpose for
reading and their reading improved significantly.
There was a change in their value system and
they had a new sense of identity. They used nouns,
they used adjectives, they used adverbs, and
they began to enjoy the parts of speech and to
experience a lot of enjoyment wrestling with
the complex phrases of our very complex language.

I want to close with a little poem. The first
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time I heard it I didn't know it meant me.

Blessings on thee, little boy
Barefoot boy with uncombed hair
My' own tic-tock to thee I bear
I was once an unhep square.
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ETHICAL PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE
COLLETS-ADULT READING SPECIALIST

Martha J. Maxwell
University of Maryland

As the field of reading emerges as a profession,
it s'iffers the same growing pains and goes
through the same developmental stages that pro-
fessions always have. These stages include the
development of professional organizations;
specialized training programs; and the setting
of standards which one must meet to practice
t.1-e discipline. Another hallmark of a pro-
fession is the establishment and implementation
of a code of ethics. It is interesting to note
that although psL-chologists, a number of years
ago, and counselors, more recently, have adopted
ethical codes, moat educational specialists are
just beginning to talk about this problem. In

fact, we have been out-distanced by many sub-
professional groups and trade organizations who
have ethics... codes and standards- -e.g., realtors,
and travel a;ents, to name two. The underlying
reason for developing an ethical code is not to
enhance status of the members of the profession
but rather to insure that the public to whom
services are offered is trotected from the un-
scrupulous, untrained practitioner.

What Fro,-ress Neva We Made in the ReadiN7 Field?

In 1961, an International Reading A3socIation
committee under the chairmanship of Charles
Letson drew up a recommended list of professional
standards and a code of ethics applicable to
reading specialists. (1) Although the state -

mente were ge:Aral and idealistic (e.g., it
was recommended that reading np6cialists have
a minimum of a master's degree in read-j,ng or
equivalent), they did represent an attempt to
describe professional standards and ethical
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principles in reading. This statement is still
available from IRA but represents "desirable"
practices rather than setting any restrictive
or required prerequisites for membership in the
organization.

Several years ago when I was president of the
College Reading Association, we organized a
Commission on Standards and Ethics whose func-
tion was to consider problems at the college-
adult level and to review and recommend policy
for membership requirements. This commission
has discussed a number of specific complaints
and made some general policy recommendations for
the association.

In May, 1965, the IRA issued a resolution
entitled "Buyer Be Wary" which warned the public
about the extravagant advertising claims of
commercial reading groups and publishers; and
currently, I am working in a local reading group
as chairman of a committee which is set up to
implement this resolution regarding advertising.

With that as a background, I would like to dis-
cuas some of the problems facing college and
adult reading specialists and what we might do
toward improving the standards of the services
that the public receives.

First of all, we in the reading area are in a
particularly vulnerable position in our current
society. The fact that higher edUcation today
more than ever before is inextricably linked
with future life income and social success makes
the ability to read well a most vital skill.
Parents, brainwashed by those TV commercials which
dolefully predict that college doors are closing,
react desperately and look for anything that
can assure their child a place in the wanted
institution. (The irony of it all is that there
are more college openings than ever before if
only students would look around.) The search
for a touchstone to open college doors brings
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us to a basic economic principle: When there
is a need for a service and people are willing
to pay for this service, sooner or later somebody
will offer it and charge what the market will
bear. With trained reading people in short
supply, others without training have filled the
gap and found commercial reading programs a
lucrative field. (It has been reported that in
some southwest communities, having your child
in a rapid reading program has become the latest
status symbol.)

The post-college adult, confronted with the
information explosion or diarrhea of the press
(whichever term you prefer) also finds he has
a reading problem--keeping up with the new
developments in his field, whatever his occu-
pation. in industry, where human efficiency is
essential to profits, efficiency in reading is
an economic factor. The speed with which an
executive processes the paperwork on his desk,
or the rapidity with which new information is
disseminated through the company staff is an
important production cost. Industry has long
been interested in speed reading training for
these reasons, as have the government and
military services. Teaching adults effective
reading skills fills an important need, but too
often untrained and psychologically unsophis-
ticated people attracted by the promise of
financial gains flock to set up adult programs.
it takes little effort to whip up enthusiasm
for rapid reading in a group of motivated adults
who typically can show significant gains when
merely told to read faster, but it would seem
to me that the trained reading specialist con-
cerned with improving employee reading efficiency
would also have the responsibility to educate
in a broader sense by applying research infor-
mation on type-size, style, and legihility
factors such as leading, readability, alk vocabu-
lary level, and describing their effects on
reading rata and comprehension.
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in developmental reading, we have bfien cursed
with a built-in sort of evaluative measure, which
on the surface looks objective and sc''Intific,
but in reality is deceptive and often spacious- -
that is, the measure of Words Per Minute (WPM).
in adult reading, I have frequently been impressed
by the naivety of the engineors and physical
scientists who, seduced y the numerical simpli-
city of it all, have spent large sums of money
for outrageous reading programs. One might
raise the question at this point of whether there
is anything unethizal about programs which offer
to improve speed of reading if this, indeed, is
all the studant or organization wants from the
program. This might lead to some discussion, but
the question of whether a reading program that
guarantees to teach you to read at 5-10,000 WPM
in its advertisements is ethical is another
question. The IRA has taken a firm position
that advertisements which guarantee results in
reading are unethical. Unfortunately this
stand has not reduced the number c,f advertise-
ments carried by our newspapers for reading
programs that make fantastic claims. The public,
conditioned by the Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval-type advertising or Consumer's Report,
accepts the reading guarantee as honest.
Unfortunately, most people do not know that the
editor of a newspaper is not required to enforce
the ethics of other professions--as long as an
ad is in good taste and there are not to many
complaints, he is willing to take their money.
The public somehow equates the daily newspaper
with Consumer's Guide and feels that if it's
advertised in the New York Times or the Chicago
Tribune, it's above board! (If you writs enough
letters to the editor, you can get some of these
ads toned down--now they cite their claim that
the average students improve 3.8 times--the
decimal making it sound like a "scientific"
fact.)

jt is my feeling that the lack of an enforceable
code of ethics in advertising reflects on the
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well-trained reading specialist whether he be
safely ensconced in an ivy-covered college
reading laboratory or working commercially in
his own program. However, my view is not shared
by all reading personnel, so I'd like to present
some illustrations of actual incidents which
reflect the difficulties in getting reading
specialists to agree to act and problems engen-
dered by professional resistance to adopting and
enforcing ethical codes.

Last fall, our university was invaded by a Com-
mercial organization which plastered the-campus
with ads guaranteeing to triple reading efficiency
and promising that the gains would be permanent.
They contracted for full -page ads in the campus
newspaper, and although they were not permitted
to hold meetings on campus, managed to arrange
an organization meeting in the Catholic center.
Upon investigation, I learned that this program
was taught by a salesman who was a college flunk-
out and had formerly worked for a public relations
firm and a woman who claimed to have a college
background, but who, when asked to file her
experience in reading, submitted three typed
pages describing the importance of reading in
college and quoting liberally from an article by
a Harvard psychologist.

Working through the student activities office, I
managed to dissuade both-the Catholic and Jewish
student centers from renting this reading outfit
space, but they found a motel near the campus in
which to set up shop.

In the meantime, I learned that this same crew
had been given over $60,000 to conduct a rapid
reading Program in a slum high school in a nearby
city. I fired off a letter to the superintendent
of schools indicating that I objected to my taxes
being used to support such untrained personnel in
reading, and objecting further to the fact that
public school system was, in effect, endorsing a
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commercial program of dubious quality. Within
two days, I received a letter from the reading
organization's lawyer threatening to take me to
court unless I.stopped interfering with their
contracts and referring specifically to my
letter to the school superintendent.

The letter angered me, and I wrote more letters.
I wrote to the school superintendent expressing
my objections to the attempted intimidation, to
the newspapers in an attempt to educate people
about advertising in reading, and to many others.
By working with the Maryland State-Board of
Education and the State's Attorneys office, we
were able to get the group to stop teaching in
Maryland, since we have a state law requiring
that non-public courses must be approved by the
State Board of Education. They were, in effect,
operating illegally in our state.

In the meantime, victims of the program were
beginning to drift into our program--students
who had found that the techniques of reading
books upside down as they had been directed to
do in the super -speed reading course was playing
havoc with their grades.

While I was gathering additional information on
the group and the support of the local reading
association, the commercial reading team strode
into my dean of the faculty's office in an
attempt to get me fired for writing the school
superintendent and criticizing their program.
(P.S., He didn't fire me.)

This does not exhaust the list of events that
transpired but doe's give you a glimpse of the
situation. The aftermath is also interesting,
for when copies of my letters and the lawyer's.
threat were read to the board of the local
reading association, they were aghast, Taking
the threats literally and personally, they have
since blocked every effort. my committee has
undertaken to deal directly with the probleM
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of ethical practices, e.g., they will permit no
statements to go out without their approval and
want nothing done that will involve taking a
definite stand on this issue. Even a recommen-
dation that we alert the professional reading
specialists to the importance of exercising
careful judgment in permitting their names to
be used as endorsements in commercial advertise-
ments was voted down.

Charlatans in reading have it easy. A few
threatening letters and a little direct pressure
sends the professional educator scurrying under
his desk (or even worse, pulling out his stamp
of approval.)

Another result of the incident that is even more
demoralizing is that despite all of the hew and
cry, this same super-speed reading program with
its exhorbitant claims and guarantees has, this
fall, succeeded in getting into adult education
programs in a number of our local counties. It

looks as if the battle I waged to get them out
of the area has backfired and has served only to
augment their coffers.

What can the professional reading specialist do
to combat such problems? The situation is not
hopeless, but will take concerted effort. First
of all, professional reading associations and
their members have a responsibility to educate
the general public concerning the realities of
reading services. Our professional journals
elucidate our own concerns about reading, but
rarely does this same information reach the
public. Ln our local reading organization, we
have set up a speakers' oureau as an attempt to
provide information about reading programs to
parent and teachers' groups.

Another endeavor which is essential in assuming
professional standing is the development and
implementation of ethical standards. Using the
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IRA Brochure as a start, our organization is
attempting to collect examples of "ethical" and
"unethical" advertising claims with plans to
incorporate these into an ethical casebook
which could be used in training future reading
specialists and in clarifying ambiguities in
present reading functions.

Thus, steps can be taken toward clarifying an
ethical code for reading specialists and toward
educating the public about what to expect from
a reading program. In this why, many of the
current abuses of reading services may even-
tually be brought :finder control with advantages
accruing both to the reading profession and the
general public.
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FOLLOW UP OF A STRAMY

Nancy B. Davis
Indiana University

A report on the state of reading appeared in
The National Observer (5) about a year ago.
The reporter's main topic was the differing
views on speed reading and the use of machines.
However, in assembling his material he dis-
covered one area of agreement among the reading
experts, and that was tho procedure to pre-
read or survey material, select what was rele-
vant to the purpose, and raise questions for
which one will read to find answers.

The program offered by the Reading and Study
Skills Center of Indiana University emphasizes
such a procedure and continues to use the
modified SQ3R system called SQ4R by Smith et al
in Learning to Learn (8).

I reported the use we make of the Flexibility
Ratio score from the diagnostic test in Learning
to Learn in order to identify students needing
instruction in how to locate answers to ques-
tions. I then reported the strategy we had
worked out for finding answers to questions (3).

The distinction war made between two kinds of
first questions: one is, "What is in this
article?" Such a question requires attention
to the clues which permit a statement as to
the content covered. It requires searching the
entire range, then attending to whatever appears.
We call this process "scanning."

in contrast, the question requiring an answer
contained within relatively narrow limits of
the content, and attention is directed to the
clues which will locate the limits within which
one can find the answer. We use the term
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"skimming" for the process whereby one starts
with a question on content and locates the place
where the answer is given. I emphasized that a
dis4i.inction between locating these limits and
comprehending content must be made explicit.

The :strategy for finding answers was presented
in this general form:

1. Select a key word from the question, that is,
the sort of answer the question requires.
(The interrogative is the cue for Step 1.)

2. Select a second word which will serve as a
reference point for the correct location.

Identify what is going on in order to know
when you are near the location if material
is longer than a few paragraphs. In the
case of short-length material, look for the
key word and reference words.

4. When the location is found, read for com-
prehension of content.

Read just beyond to verify that all of the
answer has been included, if more than a
name or figure. (In practice this usually
means noting; the beginning words of the
next sentence to be certain that no further
information is given, as would be indicated
by a "moreover" or a "however.")

In practice with our classes we found that the
strategy worked satisfactorily. The key word
and the reference word could be specified and
what was going on in any particular section of
content could be identified. Practice teachers
who had not been a part of the development of
these five steps could also use the system for
instruction. However, we found that in the case
of questions beyond the simple level of names
or dates, that practice specifically directed
to location was helpful. This took the form of
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naming the start and stop of the reading required
to answer the question. Then all five steps
wild be applied to finding the answers to sets
of practice questions.

A ready-made source of questions for practice by
a clas1 or by individual students is the student
edition of Readers' Digest (7). In each issue
two sets of exercises are presented to check
comprehension: one is "Read Better--and Faster"
for speed practice and the other is "Read-- Think --
Interpret" for thoughtful reading. By simply
reversing the procedure, excellent practice for
finding answers to questions is available and at
two levels. If an easy level of practice is
required, the student begins in the speed
practice section. He reads the first question,
finds the answer in the article, then reads
the second question, and so on. The more dif-
ficult practice comes with the questions con-
tained in the thoughtful reading section. Here

questions may require searching for several
locations in order to obtain the irlformation
required in order to decide upon the correct
answer. The teacher's edition is available for
the student to check hi.5 choice of answers.

Any set of comprehension questions can be used
in this way. Brown's Efficient Reading (2)
also has questions marked at two levels. SRA
Reading Laboratories (9) have graded materials
and the questi,s for both comprehension and
rate builders can be used effec'tdvely in this
backward fashion. There are, of course,
practices designed for skimming, such as the
three levels found in Glock (4).

Last year, in presenting the reasons for the
need of a specific strategy for finding answers
to questions, I complained that for many
students current practice materials failed to
offer sufficient directions on specific.11y
"how to" but rather offered abundant practice
with the directions saying, "Do this." The
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strategy of finding answers was presented as a
"how to."

"F t," the student says, "you know what questions
to ask. When I'm on my own, I don't have the
right questions."

The circumstances of the Indiana University
reading and study program's changing from a
formal, credit course organization to a com-
pletely individualized structure as of this
past September lead us to decide to use our
last classes in the way we felt most profitable
for our over-all program.

The idea that was tried out as a follow-up to
a strategy for finding answers to questions was
the strategy for finding the right questions.
And a "right" question is considered in the con-
text of the late Wendell Johnson'S discussion of
questions and answers, to the effect that to
find an answer to a question, the question must
be in answerable form (6, p. 17). Furthermore,
the question must be asked in such a way that
the answers are satisfying, relaxing or adjustive.
If a person can develop this ability to form the
right questions, than he can take care of him-
self for all practical purposes.

Taking care of himself is another way of stating
our goal in instructing a student in the tech-
niques of independent study. To. that end, the
following strategy of how to ask the right
questions is offered:

Although I have nothing but general praise for
the approach taken in Learning to Learn, by
some fortuitous happenstance no model questions
are given for the heading "The Reception of
Darwin's 'Missing Link,'" p. 25 of Lesson 3.
Plus, the location is in the lower right outside
corner which, apparently in my style of looking
over students' work, always comes into view.
Enough unconscious looking accumulated to
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penetrate. my awareness that the same questions
were raised by most students regardless of skill
level; namely, "Who was Darwin?" and "What are
the missing links ?!!_ They were missing the point
of the heading that this particular Section dis-
cussed the reception of Darwin's theory and that,
since this is just one heading from several
within the chapter or article, the'discussion of
the theory itself had probably already occurred.

The next source of evidence which accumulated
was from the correspondence course which I con-
duct in techniques of reading and study.
Learning to Learn is one of the required texts
and I have adapted certain sections for special
practice. One of these assignments is to make a
set of cue notes on the article, "Proof of the
Method," pp. 17-18. While this is an easy
exercise if a student sees the point, several
students were sending in notes dealing with the
content of the method rather than the evidence
that constitute's proof as required by the title,
"Proof of the Method."

While the strategy can be stated so simply as to
appear obvious, the evidence from student re-
sponses indicated that at least some students
could not see the obvious. ,Norfrom observation
of teachers can all teachers state specifically
to the unsuccessful student what exactly he
should do in order to become successful in rais-
ing questions.

In using the titles and headings as the basis to
form questions, these three steps are required:

1. Use the grammatical subject of the heading
forthe first and always necessary question
of what is the point of the section.

2. Question the relationship of this grammatiCal
subject with the. preceding heading and with
the title of the unit.
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3. Ask questions regarding any other words in
the heading according to:

a. the reader's previous knowledge (if
already known, don't ask), and

b. extent of detail required by purpose
of reading.

Look at the heading "The Reception of Darwin's
Missing Links" and apply the strategy. The
first question automatically becomes 'What was
the recepi,ionl" And if one is' following Smith's
lesson on_questions, the depth question to be
asked is 'Why such a reception?" "What were
the conserv.ences of the reception?"

Since thia heacti..tg is taken from a selection,
one can asamme that the questions students were
raising, "14:::o was Darwin?" and "What were the

missing links?", had been answered under pre-
vious headings, and Step 3 (that is, question-
ing other parts of the heading according to the
reader's previous knowledge) would eliminate
such questions about Darwin or missing links.
In the.case that these questions had not been
answered in a preceding part of the same
article, Step 3 still applies since students
come to assigned reading with a variety of
backgrounds, hence the instruction of raising
questions only on the remaining items which are
not'already known.

The second part of Step 3 states that one should
ask detailed questions according to the purpose
of the assignment. In the case of the student
who says he doesn't know what he's reading this
for, except that the instructor assigned it, a
few questions on the part of the reading teacher
can direct the student's attention to remarks
made by the instructor from which can be deduced
what information the student must acquire.

In the example from "The Proof of the Method,"
the grammatical subject is "Proof," hence the
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study notes should indicate the evidence which
supports the claims for success of the method.
The remaining item in this title is "the Method."
According to Step 3, questions directly applying
to the procedure itself should only be asked if
the reader does not already know the answers.

The follow-up of a strategy for finding answers
is a strategy for raising questions. Although
the strategy is simple, it represents a degree
of specificity required by certain students.

If the two procedures are combined, the one for
raising qUestions and the one for finding
answers, then possibly the confusion for these
students will be cleared. By having specific
procedures to follow which permit individual
flexibility, then one more step toward independent
study skills will be achieved.

ADDENDUM: by WM. David Smith, Reading and Study
Skills Center, Indiana University.

Shortly after the above presentation was made
data were gathered to test the effectiveness of
the strategy. The report of the results
follows:

To obtain a measure of the effect of using the
strategy for raising questions, a set of head-
ings and subheadings from a government text were
duplicated and given to students in a Master's
level Educational Psycnology class.

The explanation vas made that in reading im-
provement courses a standard procedure is to
turn textbook headings into questions then
read to find the answers to the questions. The

Class was then directed to turn the headings
given to them into questions, writing their
questions immediately below the headings.

The next step was to distribute copies of the
strategy for raising questions and blue pencils.
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The explanation was then made that some students
had difficulty in forming questions and it was
thought that this strategy might be helpful.
The class then used th3 blue pencils to change
or.rewrite any of their original questions which
did not follow the strategy.

The two sets of questions - -original and with
the strategy- -were scored according to the
following criteria:

Statements were scored on a three (3) point
scale as follows:

3 points - if the subject of the statements
was used to form the question.

2 points - if related information to the sub-
ject of the statements, but not the
actual subject, was employed to
form questions.

I point - if neither subject of statements
nor, related information to the
subject, were employed to form
questions

or

if questions raised .from the state-
ments were not in the same context
as the statements.

Students' questions were. divided into two
groups designated by use or non-use of the
strategy, as shown by questions written in
blue pencil. Mean scores were obtained and
tested as shown in the following table:
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INTERPRETATION

Results showed that the original scores of the
two groups--those students who are assumed to
have used the strategy, and those students who
are assumed not to have used the strategy were
significantly different (.01 level).

When the mean'scoret .of students who did use
the strategy to modify their questions are
compared with mean scores of students who did
not need to modify their questions, the
differences were not significant.

The difference shown by these results supports
'the original statement, "Although the strategy
is simple, it represents a degree of specificity
required by certain students." Similar data
should be gathered using an Undergraduate popu-
lation.
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;dale M. Brethower
university of Michigan

introduction: The Continuing Need

Any instructor worth his salt can prepare a
reading list so long that his students cannot
get through it. While some instructor:; m4,,y use

their long list, others try to adjust it so that
it contains enough to challenge the skillful
students but not so much that it completely
demoralizes the less skillful students. I would
hazard the guess that the reading abilities of
students in an institution could be accurately
predicted from the average length of reading
lists assigned in the institution; the better
students are, t'9 more instructors can assign.

Instructors' ability to adjust their readin6
lists is a great boon to those of us who oper-
ate university-based reading services. No

matter how good the reading skills of the
student body, the faculty can compensate for it
by contriving horrendous rending assignments
and by providing a continuing need for reading
improvement services.

If these speculations are accurate, one must
conclude that a college or university based
service operates on a treadmill. Its mission
is to improve reading skills of students so
that they can deal with their reading lead.
If reading skills are improved, the reading
load will increase.

Fortunately for the individual student, the
hypothesized lengthening of reading lists would
occur gradually; improving his reading would
improve his position relative to his reading
list. The reading service, on the other hand.
must continue to improve its effectiveness in
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order to maintain its relative position; it must
run in order to stay in the same place.

This paper presents an attempt to deal with the
problems faced at the University of Michigan by
students and by the Reading Improvement Service
itself. I will first present the status of our
current solution, outline some of the situation-
al constraints influencing the solution, discuss
relationships between constraints and current
operation, and finally, discuss some possibil-
ities for the future.

The Current Status: The Cafeteria Course

The course which forms the basis for innovation
has been dubbed a "cafeteria course" because
its operation resembles that of a cafeteria.
Students come and go as they wish, and stop
coming whenever they wish. The items available
range fr.m materials which feature plans teach-
ing them how to summarize reading assignments
quickly to programs which teach them how tx
increase the elegance of their writing styl,,

viithin limits, students set their own goals
and their own schedule. The limits on schedul-
ing are imposed by the other demands on their
time and the hours during which the Reading
Service is open. The limits on goals are
determined by other demands, by the ability
of the Service to provide assistance, and by
limiting the assistance to improving academic
skills.

Students enter the course either after one or
more interviews with staff members or after
completing a reading course which meets two
hours per week for three weeks. Thus a
student can take the eading course (which
concentrates on improving reading rate while
maintaining comprehension), the cafeteria
course (which concentrates or a wide variety
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of specific s...118 ut.e11.11 to students), or he

can request an individual academic skills
program (which attempts to deal with any aca-
demic problem not dealt with in the courses).
The major difference between the operation of
the cafeteria course and the operation of the
familiar laboratory course lies in the amount
of influence tna students have over its ope!-
ation. Students determine goals, content,
sequence, duration, and even the details of the
teaching materials used in the cafeteria course.
In a laboratory course, one can require certain
things of students; in a cafeteria course, one
does not require things of students but instead
tries to provide things that they require. In

most laboratory courses, the course content
dictates the design and operation of the course;
in a cafeteria course the students dictate the
design and operation. if they do not find our
offerings desirable, we must modify them or go
out of business. On the other hand, they do
not plan the menu or :,ell us how to prepare
the materials; they exercise their influence
by technique: available to consumers.

The Situational Constraints:
The Reading Improvement Service

The constraints which dictated the design
features of the cafeteria course are specific
but not necessarily unique to our situation.
Our services are free to students except for
a small materials fee for the reading course.
Courses are non-credit an.: usually elected in
addition to a normal course load.

The Reading Service has, in the past, offered
only the reading improvement course to
University students. About 80% of the students
who attended were in their first term at the
university; 60-70% were freshmen or transfer
students, and the remainder of the 80% were
first year graduate students. As a result of
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this first term demand, more students requested
the course than we could accommodate during the
fall term and fewer requested it than we could
accommodate during the wintef term.

The variation in demand was out of phase with
staffing capability. The reading course was
taught by graduate students working part time
at the Service. There were always new instruc-
tors in the fall so that staffing capability
was lowest when demand was highest.

We also try to lose our instructors as rapidly
as possible. They are graduate students work-
ing on advanced degrees so we do not have the
option of attempting to retain good instructors.
We must find some other way of improving in-
struction, of sustaining the improvement, and
of providing for continuity and uniform quality
of service.

Improving the quality of service leads to
problems through the apparently causal correl-
ation between quality and demand. As quality
improves, the demand for services tends to
increase. Handling increased demand leads to
increased costs. :That we would like to spend
has a way of outrunning what we can budget.
We need, therefore, to find ways of increasing
productivity so that we can hold dowL costs
while improving qumitity and quality of
services.

Another problem which is not unique to our
situation is that st1,,;ents are becoming more
and more sophisticate. What was new to them
yesterday is now yesterday's news. Many of
them are now taught in high school some of the
things we used to teach at the university. If

they learned something and profited :'rom it,
they don't need it. If they learned about it
and didn't profit from it. they are not enthusi-
astic about having someone teach it again.
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It does not seem wise in a service geared to
students to try to treat reading as if it were
not related to study. That leaves the problem
of how to combine reading and study in our
instruction. We have learned from experience
that if we offer courses called "Study Skills"
or 'learning Skills" or similar names, very few
students attend them. If we offer reading
courses which concentrate on improving rate
while maintaining or improving comprehension,
students drop out. Even if they improve their
rate on different types of material, achieving
a degree of flexibility, we hear all too often
the comment, "They taught me to read faster but
that didn't help much.", Thus, if we name it
"Study" they don't come. If we don't teach
"study," they drop. Study by another name is
apparently better.

Another constraint is that our one small class-
room is located more than a 10 minute walk from
any classroom. Students who do not have bicycles,
or who are unwilling to ride them through Michi-
gan ice and snow, have difficulty scheduling our
Classes. While we corld useucther classrooms
"on campus," it poses scheduling problems for
us as well as problems in transporting materials
and equipment; we haven't been able to overcome
the problems well enough to be able to do it
successfully.' The effect of the constraint is
to limit our reading Class productivity to 20
students per hour. On the other hand,'the in-
convenient location would seem to assure
"motivated" students.

Constraints and Current Operations:
Relationships

The pattern of demand for services, the con-
straints upon the Reading Service, and the
kinds of services of use to students have
guided the design of the Cafeteria Course and
the design of its relationships with reading
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classes and academic counseling. Since the bulk
of the demand is for fall term reading classes,
we scheduled 28 of them, accommodating 560
students. The schedule was arranged so that a
student could attene a reading class for three
weeks arir'. then attwid the Cafeteria Course for
another three weeks du,-ing the same time slot.

Seven reading classes began the first week of
the term, seven began the fourth week, seven
began the seventh week, and seven began the tenth
week. Thus, the first three weeks of the term,
all reading classes could be taught by experi-
enced staff members while new staff members
observed and prepared to begin teaching the
fourth week.

Students who could not attend reading classes
due to scheduling problems could elect to work
out an individual scheduled reading improvement
program and enter the Cafeteria Course or else
they could elect to wait for a reading class in
the second term. About 50 ,'-:Led to wait and
about the same number elected the individual
counseling route.

We had, in other years, run two sets of classes
each term. These classes continued for 61
weeks and began during the first and eighth
weeks of the term. Besides, we had observed,
as have you, that students often make the major
portion of their readily; gains during the first
three weeks of a six and one half week course.

Geerlofs (1) reports a survey of 140 reading
centers in 40 states. The shortest course
duration reported by any of the 90 centers
responding was 10 hours, the longest 100 hours
and the mean 25 hours. Our 13 hours was rela-
tively short and the 6 hour curse would
represent a new low in duration. We were
naturally concerned lest it also represen4t, a
new low in quality.
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The relevant control measure we have used since
1952, is average percent gain in the rate of com-
prehension score from Part I of the Diagnostic
Reading Test. The statistics for the fall, terms
of 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967 were 92%, 84%, 86% and
65% respectively, the latter score representing
the three week course.

Whether or not the lower score is educationally
significant is uncertain at this point. It is
comparable to the average gains during the years
when the follow-up study by Smith and Wood (2)
showed that students who had taken a reading
course had higher grade point averages and that
fewer dropped out of school than similar students
who did not take a reading course. However, both
the composition of the student body and the con-
tent of the reading courses were somewhat differ-
ent then than they are now.

Of the five instructors who taught during the
fall of 1966 and 1967, one had' significantly
lower gains in the three week courses taught in
1967 than in six and one-half week courses
taught in 1966. Two had slightly larger and two
had slightly smaller gains in the three week
courses. Gains in classes taught by "new"
instructors were somewhat lower than those taught
by "new" instructors in the six and one half week
courses taught in the fall of 1966. Thus the
evidence is not adequate to conclude that there
is a causal relationship between the shorter
classes and lower gains; however, it seems a
reasonable guess.

The percentage of students who enterod the
Cafeteria Course after completion of the reading
course is probably lower than is desirable:'
approximately 20%. Further experience and follow-
up information are needed before we know how
many would actually find continuation worthwhile.

Since the demand for the Cafeteria Course was
relatively low we had too much staff time
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scheduled for it. This made it easier for us
to handle students who walked in in search of
academic help, but we probably missed many stu-
dents who would have benefited from continuing.
For example, some rather sophisticated students
(i.e., students who had had "study help" else-
where) expressed disbelief that the items in
the Cafeteria Course could actually teach anyone
how to get better grades, spend less lime, etc.
Students who expressed enthusiasm for attending
the Cafeteria Course were occasionally squelched
by their peers. As we obtain more experience
with the Cafeteria Course, our claims can be
made more believable by use of supporting data.
Now all we can claim is that the procedure
taught by the items have worked consistently
with students whom we have seen individually.

The Future Possibilities:
A Living System

The outlook for the future is bright in part
because the Cafeteria Course seems to be help-
ing solve problems and in part because there
is so much improvement to be made. The' course

can help to improve flexioility and productivity
of the Reading improvement Service and can help
tc improve the quality and reliability of
services.

Flexibility and Productivity

It will be possible to schedule more reading
classes early in the fall to accommodate more
students and to avoid operating reading classes
right up to the final examination period. We

had scheduled equal amounts of time for reading
classes and the cafeteria course. Since only
about 20% (mostly upperclassmen) attended the
cafeteria course after the reading course was
completed, it would be possible to start the
fall with relatively few hours scheduled for
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the cafeteria .ourse and increase them while,
at the same time, decreasing the number of hours
scheduled for reading clr.sses. The greater
flexibility makes it easier to adapt to demand.
vie will be able to accommodate even more students
without increasing the amount of staff time
required.

Once materials are developed to the point where
they work within the Cafeteria Course they can
be used in other ways as wall. For example,
they can be a) placed in dormitory libraries and
university libraries, 5) distributed by instruc-
tors of regular university classes, or c) dis-
tributed and used by academic advisors, resident
advisors in dormitories or fraternities and
sororities, etc.

Some steps have already been taken. Some
materials have been used in dormitory libraries
and distributed by instructors in classes in
psychology, in education, and in social work.
Students who use them can consult with their
instructors or come to the Cafeteria Course to
work on special problems.

It encouraging to have instructors find our
materials usefu_. it seems reasonable that
those of us in the business of helping students
learn should find & common ground with those in
the business of teaching. One of our major
problems in teaching reading is to teach students
how to separate trivial material from important
material. Instructors can be of tremendous
assistance to us and to their students by pro-
viding feedback regarding student success in
learning important material from reading assign-
ments. If instructors can provide the feedback
j.n conjunction with our exercises (which are
carried out using the students' actual reading
assignments), we can all benefit. The possibil-
ities are immense.
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The operation of the Cafeteria Course makes it
possible for us to accoumodate more students at
the Reading Service. lc, makes it possible to
disseminate materials to reach students who do
not come to the Reading Ser7ice. it provides a
vehicle for articulating our efforts with those
of other counseling agencies and with those of
instructors. Flexibility has clearly increased
and productivity seems to be following suit.

Quality and Reliability

One effect of cdding the Cafeteria Course and
shortening the reading courrils has been to put
greater pressure on reading instructors to plan
carefUlly. The more careful planning will
probably not only facilitate intra-staff
cation but also make it easier to undersand the
more carefully worked out lesson plans. One can
rely on less efficient exercises and less
efficient conduct of class if there are six or
more weeks and twelve or more class hours.

The frequent staff changes resulting from use of
graduate students as instructors presents serious
problems in maintaining the quality and the relia-
bility of service. Every time a staff membez
leaves (or moves to another assignment). we lose
the benofit of the skill he has acquiree. However.
with the Cafeteria Course in operation. staff
members are encouraged to write down the pro-
cedures they use for sl.ocial problems and to
develop the procedures as exercises and self-
instructional items. The items can then be
used by other staff members and developed further,
even if the person who originated the item
departs.

During the winter term when demand for courses
has les:iened. staff memc)ers use the time to
good advantage. They write and revise items
for the Cafeteria Course. Prod.uctivity in the

fall can proi.,:ly be measured in terms of the
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students so.-;- whereas productivity at less
demanding times can be measured in terms of
the number of items generated, added to, and
improved. The items can then be used to
further improve the quality of the service.
They remain after the staff moves on.

Evaluation of the quality of the Cafeteria
Course presents interesting problems in that
different students select different items,
come for varying amounts of time, -tc. The

quality of the course as a whole must be
evaluated separately from the quality of arj
of the parts, i.e., the individual iter:-
The whole must be evaluated and each part must
be evaluated in a setting where the whole is
clearly not the sum of its parts. For a student
who selects one item, that one item (plus the
mechanics of coming to the course, etc.) is the
whole. For another student who selects one
different item, that one item is the whole and

"part" is to ally different than that of
the other student. In general, any part or any
possible combination of parts constitutes the
whole. Thus, when we try to evaluate the course
as a whole, we are forced to choose which one of
the possible combinations to evaluate. Our

choice is: "Any combination comprised of at
least one item." Thus, if a student completes
no items, he is a drop o.xt; but once he com-
pletes one, he has completed the course whenever
he stops. He is considered a graduate. The

course's success is measured, in large part,
on how useful it is to graduates. Since dif-
ferent students can ue,e different things, the
design of the course helps them to select what
they can use without spending time on things
they cannot.

The general objective against whtc.h the course
is evaluated is helping students make use of
their academic opportunities. A geleral way of
evaluating the course as A whole is in terms of
grade point averages and percentages of students
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remaining in school. However, individual stu-
dents can have individual goals ranging from
improving their grades to decreasing the amount
of nonproductive worrying about particular
examinations or assignments.

It is in conjunction with such individual goals
that the evaluation of the Cafeteria Course as
a whole coincides with the waluation of parts
of the course. If a student's individual goals
are met, the course is a success, at least to
tbe extent that it contributes to achieving the
goals and to the extent tl t the goals are
appropriate. The contribution of individual
items to goal achievement is part of the evalu-
ation or validation of the items. If a student
has one goal and achieves it with the help of
one item, both the course and the item ar shown
to be valuable. If a student has several goals
and achieves them with the help of several items,
both the course and the items are shown to be
valuable.

In the past, exercises have been selected by
staff members, presumably on the basis of
whether not the exercises and the staff
member wo'ked well together. A good staff
member could compensate for deficiencies in the
e:I.,rcises but, when the, staff member left, so
frequently did the effe:tiveness of the exercise.
Now that students are sidecting items, the items
must be developed to carry their own weight.
Their useful life is greater than the duration
of a particular staff member's stay.

The course is viewed as a living bystem. We
are evaluating it in terms of what Lt does and
how well it grows. As it grows, its parts will
change. Neu items will be added, items will be
revi d, and items will be removed when they are
not nbeded. It has a life and character of its
own. It can be shaped by the staff and the
direction of its growth modified by them but
exists apart from them. Ncw, items die when
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students do not select them rather than when
particular staff members leave.

As it grows it has the potential to meet the
needs of more students. It has the potential
to become more efficient and more effective.
The potential can be achieved without substantial
increases in cost; perhaps it can be achieved
at lower cost. The potential can be achieved
without requiring the staff to work harder. We
must, however, work smarter as we teach students
to work smarter and perform better.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF FOUR METHODS OF INCREASING
READING RATE, COMPREHENSION, AND

FLEXIBILITY -A SUMMARY*

Allen Berger
Southern Illinois University

The s'aidy entitled "Effectiveness of Four
Methods of Increasing Reading Rate, Compre-
hension, and Flexibility" received honorable
mention by the International Reading Associ-
ation as an attstanding Dissertation. in the
Field of Reading during 1965-66. Acknowledg-
ment is made to the aLeady guidance given by
Drs. Leonard S. Braam, Margaret J. Early, and
David A. Payne, all of Syracuse University.

Involved in the study were 255 freshmen at
Syracuse University. Of these, 179 received
instruction in reading efficiency through one
of four methods (e.g., tachistoscopic, con-
trolled reader, controlled pacing, and papa;
back scanning). Data, presented in Table 1,
indicated that all four methods produced gains
in rate at the .01 level of significance, the
paperback scanning method being significantly
superior to any of the other methods.

.

No significant change occurred in the average,
level of comprehension. ReadiAg flexibility
increasecisigl:ficantly with three of the four
meth,4ds (the tachistoscopic method produced
gains in flexibility at a less conservative
level). Eight weeks following completion of
instruction gains in rate appeared to have been
maintained.

*This caper reports research perforred puz.suant
to a contract with the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education. The resetrc.::h was also supported in
part b; the National Science Foundation under
Grant GP-1137.
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Allen Berger

Criterion measures were the lanAgenen Rate of
Comprehension Teat, the Robinson-Hall Reading
Test of History, and the Braam- Sheldon Flexi-
bility of Readiag Test.

BEcause of interest in the study, facets were
described at arious times and places. A

record here i3 now male indicating the sources
from which facets of this study may be obtained.

1. The final report was submitted to the U.S.
Office of Education, the research was done
under CRP No. OEC-1-')-068187-084.

2. The dissertation is available in microfilm
from University Microfilms (300 North Zeeb Road,
P.U. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106).
Order number: 67-7104.

3. An abstract of the dissertation is on
page 4160-A of Dissertation Abstracts.

4. A detaileG account of the research, including
tabled data, has beer filed as Document No. 9470
with the American Documentation Lnytitute,
Auxiliary Publications Project, Photoduplication
Service, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
20540.

5. A three-page article appeared in th. June
issue of Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1967, 24,
948-50.

6. A longer article co-authored with Dr.
Leonard S, Braam appeared in the Journal of
Reading, XI, 5, February, 1968.

7. An approximate 4,000-word article contain-
ing considerable data and tables appeared in
the Proceedi s of the Twelfth Annual Convention
of the International Reading Association.

8. Upon the invitation of the editors of
Perceptual and Motor Skills a re-analysis of
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the data was made to ascertain what occurred to
individuals within each of the four methods of
instruction. That is, even though the paperback
scanning method was significantly superior to the
other methods in regard to ate, did all the
students involved with that method take increases
in rate? The re-examination is scheduled to
appear in Perceptual and Motor Skills.

9. Preparation is now being made to conduct a
study of the retention of gains following a
lapse of three years; the population sample
255 freshmen at Syracuse is the .lass of
students scheduled to graduate in 1,69.

Four other sources--one relating to one of the
methods of instruction and the other three
involving related studies--deserve mention:

10. The paperback scanning method is described
in "Increasing Reading Rate with Paperbacks,"
Reading Improvement, IV, 3, 1967. (P.O. Box
125, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901)

11. The essence of Chapter 2 of the disserta-
tion appears as "Selected Review of Studies on
the Effectiveness of Various Methods of Increas-
ing Reading Efficiency," Journal of the Reading
Specialist, VI, 2, December71. Other
sources include:

12. "Ten Important Sources of information on
Speed Reading," Journal of Reading, XI, 5,
February, 1968. The article was written in
conjunction with the following bibliDgraphy:

13. Speed Reading.--An Annotated Bibliography,
published by the International Reading Associ-
ation. Cortains references to one hundred
studies in the following categories: tachisto-
scopic aiLd controlled pacing, paperback scanning,
retention of gains, flexibili'y, perception,
processing information, sex differences, and
measurement. Approximately thirty-five journals
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and other publications are represented.

EDLTOR'S NOTE

It is a general policy of many professional
organisations to refrain from publishing papers
available in other journals. The policy is
adhered to in an attempt to avoid redundant
publication. Program chairmen, however, will
frequently schedule worthwhile presentation
even though the report has been given orally
at previous meetings. In that way a paper may
be given wide exposure, without clogging the
journals. Such is the case of the article by
Dr. Berger.

Dr. Berger's findings have been presented,
orally and in writing, on several previous
occasions. At my request, Dr. Berger prepared,
rather than his formal speech, a summary of
findings and a complete list of citations for
the study. Dr. Berger is due our thanks for
his understanding and cooperation.

D.M.W.
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SURE INFLUENCES OF "SPEED SET" ON RATE
OF COMPREHENSION DURJNG TESTING

Dale M. Brethaver
University of Michigan

A measure used to help determine the effective-
ness of reading improvement classes at the
Reading improvement Service of the University
of Michigan and of many other classes across the
nation is the rate of comprehension score from
the Diagnostic Reading Test (1).

Pre- and post-test scores on alternate forms of
the test are obtained and gains are interpreted
as indicators of reading improvement (2). Such
an interpretation rests upon the assumption that
the pre- and post-tests are administered in the
same way and under similar conditions. At the
Reading improvement Service they are adminis-
tered to the same students in the same classroom
by the same person. However, from the student's
point of view, the pre-test is administered in
strange surroundings, among strangers, by a
stranger. The post-test is administered in
familiar surroundings, among acquaintances, by
a familiar instructor.

This line of thinking led us to wonder what
things influence in the rate of compre-
hension score other than what we would like to
think of as gains in the rate of comprehension.

Procedures: Experiment 1

Subjects were 100 University of Michigan students
who voluntarily enrolled in one of six non-
credit reading improvement classes which net
two hours per week for 6f weeks. The majority
were freshmen, followed in number by graduate
students, sophomores, juniors, and seniors,
respectively.
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One group comprised three classes taught by
different instructors. . All were pre-tested using
Part 1 of the Diagnostic Reading Test. The 12
students in one class were tested using Form A
of the test. The other 34 students were tested
using Form B.

The second group comprised three classes taught
by different instructors, one of whom also

.°1 taught one class in the first group. The 16
students in one class were tested with Form A
and the other 38 with Form B.

The students were pre-tested using the following
instructions instead of those on page three of
the DRT booklet:

DRT Part 1 Speed Set

Directions: Wite your name, the date, and
section number on the answer sheet. This
is a test of reading skill. To start the
test everyone will read together the lines
at the bottom of page 3. I will read orally
and you should follow, reading silently.
When we come to the last word on the page.
I will stop, and you will simply turn the
page and keep right on reading. Read the q6

next 4 pages very quickly. At the end of
one minute I will say 'am.' When I say
'Stop' turn to the comprehension questions
and answer they bTmaking X's over the
appropriate numbers on the answer sheet.

Note to Instructors:

(In answer to the question, "What if we
don't finish?" say "If you can't read it
all in one minute, just try to read the
most important parts to get all the infor-
mation you can during the minute.") (If
they don't ask this or a similar question,
you should give them the answer anyway.)
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They were then retested with another form of the
test administered in the usual manner.

Results: Experiment 1

The rate of comprehension scores taken from the
tests wttich were administered in the usual manner
were compared for the two groups. The average
rate of comprehension. score for the group which
had just taken the test under the artificial time
constraint was 266. The average rate of compre-
hension score for the other group was 236, a
difference of 29 (t = 1.79; p < .05).

One instructor was common to the two groUps.
One of his classes had the artificial test first
(n = 16) and had an average rate of comprehension
score of 260. His other class had an average
rate of comprehension score of 189 a difference
of 71 (t = 2.9; p< .01).

Discussion:- Experiment 1

Administering a test under a time constraint
(which would require reading at approximately
1700 words per minute to complete reading the
selection) and then administering the test
according to the usual directions results in a
significantly higher than normal rate of compre-
hension score.

At the Reading Improvement Service we ordinarily
administer a pre-test, approximately 10 hours
of reading instruction, which frequently in-
volves reading under time constraints, followed
by a post-test. The average % R C gain for
600 students was 85% for the year in which the
experiment was conducted. The 1 R C gain"
(266-2 X 109 produced artificially was12%.

23

Other factors are required to account for most
of the %-R C gains Shown in the reading classes.
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Procedure: Experiment 2

Subjects were 24 students enrolled in a.graduate
course for training reading specialists,
(fracticum: Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading
Problems). They were in a reading improvement
chess as one of the course requirements. The
majority were elementary and secondary school
teachers doing summer work toward an advanced
degree in education.

Form A of the Diagnostic Reading Test was ad-
ministered as a pre-test. Then the instructor
administered Form B, with -these directions:

"The test you have in front of you is an
alternative form of the test you just took.
The directions are the same except that you
will have only three minutes to read the
selection. At the end of three minutes I
will say 'Stop.' When I say, 'Stop,' stop
reading and answer the comprehension ques-
tions at the end. If you finish in less
than three minutes, record your time and
go on to answer the questions just as you
did before. Are there any questions?"

Results: Experiment 2

The time constraint established a reading rate
of 412 words por minute. (Data from the two
students who read faster than that on'the first
test were not analyzed.)

The R C scores of each of the remaining 22
subjects increased for the test taken under the
tine constraint. The average R C was 326,
Which was higher by 82 than the average R C
of 244 obtained from the results of the first
test.

The average comprehension score on the first
teat was 820 slightly higher than the average
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of 76% obtained undo/ t:le time constraint. Fig.

1 is a frequency distrietion of changes in
comprehension from tLe 7irst to the second test.

The comprehension score of 50% of the students
dropped 10% or more. The average R C score

for those 'udents was 244 for the regular test,
?81 for the tost given under time constraint,
and 431 for the post-test given at the end of
the course.

The comprehension score of 50% of the students
dropped 5%, not It all, or increased. The
average R C score for these students was 263
for the regular test, 370 for the test given
under time constraint, and 363 for the post-test
at the end of the course.

Discussion: Experiment 2

The apparent R C gain (pre -test to pre-test
under time constraint) for the entire class was
34%. The average R C score after 10 hours of
instruction was 397, a gain of 63%. However,
the test given under time constraint seems to be
a reasonable measure of reading skills of 50% of
the class, since comprehension dropped only
Slightly (4 students), stayed the same (3
students), or increased (4 students). If this

pre-test is used as a baseline, these students
showed no gain on the post-test. If the regular
pre-test is taken as the baseline they showed a
40% R C gain. The other 50% of the students
showed a gain of 771 if the regular pre-test is
used as a baseline, and a gain of 61% if the
time constraint pre-test is used as a baseline.

Procedures: Experiment 3 (3)

Subjects were 34 students taking reading improve-
ment courses. Thirteen were in a class at the
Reading Improvemert Service. Twenty-one were in
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a class at Jackson, Michigan offered by the Adult
Education Department of the Jackson Public
Schools.

Students were pre-tested with Form A of the
Diagnostic Reading Test. At the last class
meeting Form R was administered as a post-test,
Following the post-test, Form D was administered.
The students wera told to read it "just the way
you've been reading the timed exercises in class."

Results: Experiment 3

An average % R C gain for Part 1 of the test
was computed by averaging the % R C gains
from Form A to Form B made by each student. The

average R C gain was 93%. The statistic was
computed again for the gain from Form A to Form
D. The average gain using the test. taken under
instructions to read the way tney'd been read-
ing class exercises was 131%. 28 students had
their highest R C scores with Form D. 5 with
Fcrm B, and one had the same R C score with
Forms B and D.

Discussion: Experiment 3

instructor;; frequently report that students
read more slowly while they are taking the test
than while reading class exercises of equal or
greater difficulty. The results of Experiment
3 suggest an interpretation of this difference
in reading in terms of differences in the
instructions given to the students. When given
the test instructions to read as rapidly as they
can and still understand, tney read in one way.
When instructed to read the way they've been
reading class exercises, their reading is in-
fluenced by instructions they've been given for
class exercises. in courses taught by members
of the Reading Service staff these instructions
say, at one time or another, in one way or
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another during the course, "Read very rapidly- -
don't be toc concerned with comprehension. it
will be all right."

Another interpretation of the result is that the
students are more "anxious" and therefore less
noepAt.nt while taking 'la- real test. One would
have to argue that even though they aren't told
that results of the second test are experimental
and confidential, etc., they somehow know it
and are less anxious. While this latter inter-
pretation is sometimes appealing, at first, it
seems a bit tenuous in this case.

Discussion of Erperiments 1, 2, and 3

The results of the three experiments illustrate
once again that the conditions under which tests
are administered influence test results.
Changas in instructions influence results, as
do the conditions immediately prior to taking
the test.

Experiment #1 showed an apparent average R C

gain of 12% as a result of having a test under
time constraint just prior to taking the regular
pre-test. No control experiment was run to see
whether the result was due to the tost plus
time constraint. The test alone might produce
the same result. Experiment #2 showed an
apparent R C gain of 34% at the beginning of
a course as a result of taking the test under
a moderate time constraint.

Experiment #'3 showed an apparent average R C

gain of 38% at the end of a course as a result
of taking the post-test with instructions to
read the test as if it were a class exercise.
Since the class exercises are frequently done
under moderate time constraints, this instruc-
tion is very similar to the instruction usd
to produce a similar result in Experiment #2.
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One way of interpreting the results of the
experiments is to say that both the pre- and post-
tests 'underestimate" what tne student can do.
Since they both underestimate by about the same
amount they serve as an accurate measure of gain.

Another way of interpreting the results is to
say that since it is so easy to change the
scores one should be very careful about adminis-
tering the tests in the prescribed manner. Even
advising students to read the test the way they've
been reading class exercises, then giving the
directions in the prescribed manner, it likely
Lo distort the results. Giving a sped exercise
IS a "warm-up" just before giving the test (as
was done in Experiment #1) distorts the results.

Another way of interpreting the results is to
say that gains of less than approximately 404
cannot be considered gains in skill but merely
possible uncontrolled variations in the way the
students approach the test. For example, here
is a procedure likely to produce good pre- to
post-test gains while still carefully following
the instructions for administering the test:

1. Have some unbiased person administer the
pre-test.

2. Just before the post-test, give some
speed reading exercises under time con-
straints. Say to the students, "That'v
the way to read rapidly! If you zip
tlong like that on a reading test, your
scores will really be good!"

3. Have some unbiased person administer the
post-test.

While one qould be unlikely to do anything so
blatant, one has no guarantee that st:Idents
are unable to figure out Step 2 above without
aid from the instructor. For example, in
Experiment #2 the class average gain was 63i..
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Yet, for half of the Class at least, there is
no evidence that they had done anything other
than change their approach to the test.

The question remains as to which ways of admin-
istering the tests are the more valid as pre-
dictors of future achievement. The procedure
outlined above woad lead to Scores which
correspond more closely to scores students
typically get on clats exercises. One does not
know whether that procedure would lead to better
predictions than administering the test under
the usual instructions. (The usual instructions
have the student read knowing he's going to be
quizzed before he has a chance to re-read and
organize the material.)

These experiments have shown that the test
scores can be influenced in a variety of ways.
They provide little if any information as to
whether the influenced scores are either more
or less valid than test scores routinely
obtained with the tests. They do, however,
make R C gains of less than about 40% highly
suspect, even when the student's comprehension
is high.

If a student's comprehension is low on a post-
test, any R C gain is suspect anyway. For
example, suppose a student enters a course
reading at 200 wpm with 100% comprehensiOn or
an R C of 200. If he leaves with an R C
score of 400, it looks like a substantial gain,
but if it comes from reading at 800 wpm with a
50% comprehension score we become skeptical.
(The "chance" level on the test is 20%,)
Reading at 200 wpm would enable him to get
about 25% of the way through the test in the
time he apparently took to read the test.
Assuming that he knew just a little something
about the material covered in the article before
he read it, we can easily account for his score
without hypothesizing a gain in reading skills.
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ASPECTS OF VOCABULARY TESTING

James I. Brown

As teachers of reading and frequent users of
vocabulary tests, it is to our advantage to know
in some detail the steps involved in developing
such standardized test instruments. This know-
ledge provides the proper basis for a more
intelligent evaluation of any given test and of
the individual scores resulting from its use.

With group tests of intelligence, skills, or
special subject matter areas, the teacher
usually has a choice between a speed or a
power test in the area to be evaluated. This
is true in the area of vocabulary. The teacher
may select vocabulary tests which require the
student to answer over-thirteen,items per
Minute in order to finish within the allotted
time, or a less demanding ten items per minute,
or, finally, to power tests with no time limit.

Considering vocabulary testing more specifically,
apparently two quite different thing are being
measured. At least in the SRA Primary Mental
Abilities Test both "Verbal- Meaning" and "Word
Fluency" appear - the first, the usual kind of
vocabulary test; the other, a test built to
measure the ability to write and talk easily.
The "Verbal- Meaning" sub-test correlates .677
with the General Vocabulary portion of the Iowa
Tests of Educational Development, whereas the
"Word Fluency" sub -test correlates only .191.
Ideally, both facets of vocabulary deserve to
be probed by a suitable test instrument, because
of the differences-revealed in each type. The
steps involved in the construction of either
kind of test provide additional insights as to
their suitability for a given teaching situation
and for students at a given level. An examin-
ation of the steps taken to revise the
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vocabulary portion of the two forms of the
original Nelson-Denny Reading Test should make
this relationship clear.

The first move was to re-check the current
difficulty level and discriminating power of
each of the 200 original vocabulary test items.
Since the original items were constructed almost
thirty years earlier, there was a question about
the amount of change to be expected. Very little
information could be found in the literature on
this matter.

At first sight the two forms seemed still
closely parallel, as shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Difficulty of Original Vocabulary Test Items

Difficult Levels. Form A Form B

90-100 5 6
80-89 8 9
70-79 12 6
60-69 16 16
50-59 23 22
40-49 23 21
30-39 9 9
20-29 1 9
10-19 3 2

Totals: 100 100

At two levels of difficulty, however, some
.imba1ance.could be observed; at the 70-79 per
cent level of difficulty there were twice the
number of items in Form A than in Form B, 12
as .compared with 6. An even greater imbalance
was discovered at the 20-29 per cent difficulty
level where Form A had only one item as compared
with 9 in Form B.
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These differences. however, tended to balance
. each other so that the over-all difference in
difficulty for the hundred items in the original
two forms was slight - only 1.63 raw score
points. For a student who completed all 100
items, the two forms were still closely equated.
But the student who completed only the first 25
items would have 12 at the 70-79 per cent
difficulty level in Form A but only 6-in Form B.
with an additional 6 of increased difficulty at
the 60-69 per cent level. In short, those
students for whom the 70-79 or the 20-29 dif-
ficulty level was crucial woad tend to be under-
rated or over-rated, depending upon which form
was used for the testing.

An item-analysis of the 200 original items,
using the Flanagan chart, revealed only two
negatively discriminating items. Even after
about thirty years, the quality of the items
had remained high, the average validity of
Form A and B being .397 and .382 respectively.
Sixty-five new items were constructed to provide
1) more. effective coverage at the secondary
level and 2) more sensitive discrimination
throughout the entire range. Of the 265 test
items, 189 'were found to have a validity index
of .30 or higher, and were discriminating at a
relatively high level.

Applying an even more rigorous st*ndard and
keeping in mind the desirable ran.g*Of dif-
ficulty, the 160 best items from the 189 checked
in the previous analysis were selected for use
in the revised forms without farther change.

These items were divided between the two
revised forms, 80 to each,'the forms being
equated exactly as to average difficulty. This
did not mean that each single item in FOrm A
was of exactly the same difficulty as the
corresponding item in FOrm B, but each was
closely paired and the two sets equated exactly
in over-alLdifficulty. The remaining 90 items
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were carefully re- studied and the 58 showing most
promise for improvement were selected for further
revision. After being tried out and item anal-
yzed, forty were found to have sufficiently high
validity for inclusion in the revised forms:

The excellent quality of the original items
made it possible to raise the validity index
higher than would otherwise have been possible.
No items were included in the revised form which
had a validity index below a .31. The revisions
increased the validity index for Form A from
.397 to .475 and for Form B from .382 to .474,
a closer equating of validity as well as more
discriminating power and a better item-for-item
equating of difficulty.

This item-for-item equating in the revision was
a matter of particular importance. While the
over-all item difficulty in the original forms
was well equated, the ordering of specific items
was such as to reduce the reliability. As can
be seen from Table II, a student working through
the first 24 items of the original forms would
be meeting some quite difficult words and not
reaching many of the easier items coming later.

TABLE II

First 34 Items Distributed By Difficulty

Difficulty
Level Or iginal_Forms Revised Forms

A B A B

90-100 5 6 8 . 9

80-89 7 8 r-11 -- 9

70-79 7 4 14 14
60-69 6 9 1 2

50-59 6 7
40-49 2
30-39 1

Totals: 34 34
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More detail is provided in Table III. In Form
for example, the first twenty items ranged in
difficulty from 96 to 36.5. In the first twenty
items of the original forms, 80 per cent dif-
fered by more than one point with the corres-
ponding items in Form B. the greatest difference
being 57.2 points. In the revised form, after a
complete re-ordering, only 10 per cent of the
first twenty differed by more than one point with
the corresponding items in the revised Form B,
the greatest difference being only two points.

TABLE III

Comparable Difficulty of First 20 Items

--_-_----
Number of Original Forms Revised Forms

Item A B. A B
1 88 97 96 96
2 96 93.5 95.5 95
3 91 93 95 93.5
4 79 80 94 93.5
5 82 93 93.5 5''.5

6 80.5 80.5 91.5 92
7 92.5 91.5 90.5 91
8 87.5 84 90.5 90.5

9 93 76.5 89 90
lo 84.5 64.5 87.5 87
J'.1 78.5 76 87 86
12 36.5 94 85 85.5
13 76.5 89.5 84 84.5
14 73 81.5 83 84
15 57 7o 81.5 83.5
16 64.5 61.5 81 82
17 80 61 80.5 80.5
18 67 83.5 80 80
19 71 81 so 79.5
20 56.5 64.5 78.5 79

As can be seen, the development of a valid,
reliable vocabulary test calls for careful
attention to a range of considerations. Judgment
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as to the appropriateness of the test instrument
is usually impmved by knowledge of the specific
steps taken in its development. For example, an
examination of difficulty spread for the items
in the Nelson-Denny Revision indicates that the
test is deSigned to cover a wide range of indi-
vidual differences, there being few items of
exactly the same difficulty. Since the typical
classroom, grades 9 through 16, has a range of
over six years in reading ability at a given
gradalevel, a wide range of item diffiCalty
should be provided, so as to provide reliable
discriminations for all students. The teacher
with an atypical group of students should be
guided accordingly.

With this as background, we become more sharply
aware of the insights which can arise from
probing new And yet unknoWn dimensions of vocabu-
lary. Just as the SRA Primary Mental-Abilities
test uncovered a little known facet of vocabulary,
so there is need for further developMent of a
wide variety of test instruments ;'..f -we are to
discover new. insights.

With vocabulary at ,:the very heart of the reading
process, we can perhaps learn more about reading
at this stage.from newly devised vocabulary
tests than in any other way.

For example, teachers ,seem to disagree as to
the electiveness of the derivational approach
to vocabulary development. The conventional
type of vocabulary test is almost useless as
an instrument in exploring and understanding
exactly what can and cannot be accomplined and
how effective such.an approach is.

To examine this questionthAwriter has been
experimenting with a speCiailY constructed
four-part test. The first subtest provided a
measure of the common meaning of prefix and
root elements. For that purpose, items such
as the following were used:
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Pro- means 1) together with 2) towards,
3) behind, 4) without, 5) forward

The second sub-test attempted to measure how
effectively the student could identify the
presence of various prefix and root elements
in words. A student might know that pro- meant
"forward," but might not be able to spot the
prefix in such words as reproduce, not looking
past the prefix re-. Such items as the follow-
ing were used to measure the student's ability
to take this important step:

The word improvise contains a form of 1) 2r27,
2) inter-, 3) 2E27, 4) post-, 5) none of the
preceding prefixes.

The third part of the test attempted to measure
how effectively and accurately the student
could use prefix and root knowledge in dealing
with word meanings. If he knew the meaning of
the element and could identify its presence
accurately in a word, coUla he take still a
third step and use that knovledge to bring him
closer to the meaning of a relatively strange
word containing that element? These items were
so constructed as to r,:flect prefix or root
meaning in only one of the choices, items such
as the following being used:

A prolocutor is probably a 1) spouse, 2) orator,
3) plan, 4) spokesman, 5) typist.

The fourth and last part of the test focused on
Measuring how well the student could generalize
from the feW elements studied to the hundreds
of almost equal usefulness, noting basic under-
lying principles of wide application. Sometimes
in this part, as with the following example, the
student is asked to deal with an imaginary
element, to fix more clearly on the basic general
principles:

If there were a prefix rib- whichyou combined
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with port to make a word, the probable form of
the combination would be 1) ribport, 2) riport,
3) ripport, 4) ribbort, 5) ribort.

The four-part test was used with a group of men
from IBM who were taking a course in vocabulary
improvement, based on a study of key-prefix and
root elements. The. test, in preliminary form,
revealed some interesting patterns and suggested
that the ability to use prefix and root elements
is a complex skill, with at least four different
facets to be noted.

As can be seen, the tests were at about the right
difficulty level for the group - about the 55
per cent difficulty level. The pre-test indi-
cated that the students knew the prefix elements
somewhat better than the root elements, as would
be expected. In. relatively short time, use
being made of programmed units as a major part
of the inptruction, gains were made in all four
areas tested, from knowledge of meaning, to
identification, application and, finally, to
generalization to totally st-cange and un-taught
elements. Perhaps of most importance are the
results in that area. Apparently it is possible
to teach general principles of language change
with a relatively small number of elements and
provide insights that permit the students to
deal with greater effectiveness with the hundreds
of elements not specifically taught.

If teachers and researchers are to discover the
relationships between aspects of vocabulary and
the reading, listening, speaking, and writing
skills that depend so heavily on vocabulary, a
variety of new vocabulary test instruments must
be developed, each to uncover relationships yet
unknown.

For example, in most composition courses word
denotation and connotation come in for atten-
tion. Word denotation is well covered in
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vocabulary test after vocabulary test, but where
is the vocabulary test to indicate awareness of
connotative values? Since word connotations are
used by clever writers to slant material in a
certain direction, readers must develop an aware-
ness of such devices to protect themselves from
being led to wrong conclusions. Is it not a
matter of particular importance that we know how
well the reader is atuned to efforts to slant
material toward acceptance or rejection? This
facet of vocabulary might parallel the other in
importance. We know little about this relation-
ship because as yet we have no vocabulary test
that provides an accurate measure of this
dimension and brings needed insights into such
relationships. In addition, the important
matter of contexts, while coming in for some
attention by test devisors, is a large area
demanding extensive exploration, which means
additional test instruments designed to do
exactly that.

These are but a few of the many directions and
dimensions of vocabulary which teachers of
reading need to be aware of if they are to
diagnose reading difficulties with accuracy and
take the appropriate steps to guide students
to desired reading effectiveness. With present
limitations in the kinds of vocabulary tests
available, we are handicapped in our understand-
ing and, in turn, in knowing the appropriate
steps needed to teach with increased effective-
ness.
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EXAMINATION PERFORMANCE AND EXAMINATION SET

Philip M. Clark
The Ohio State University

.College students report that both amount of time
spent and type of study done for an examination
depend upon the type of examination announced
(Class, 1). Further, it has been reported that
students who study for recall type (completion
or essay) items perform significantly better in
answering both recall and recognition type
(multiple choice or true - false) items (Meyer,
3). Class also found that preparation for
recognition type tests frequently emphasizes
attention to such details as names and dates.
These findings, together with the reasonable
assumption that effective study for recall type
items should involve understanding of main
ideas, appear to underlie a prime tenet advanced
by texts and courses designed to help students
perform at maximum effectiveness: namely, that
they should study for any kind of examination
in a way -which emphasizes organization of ideas
(R':'-drison, 5; Smith, 7; Shaw, 6; Weigand and
Blake, 8). Robinson (5), for example, with
reference to essay and recognition examinations,
sLt.es:

Actually, it is equally hard to make grades
on either type of examination, and a method
of study which emphasizes understanding the
main ideas and their relationships should
be used for both (p. 1).

Weigand and Blake (8) are more specific:

If you prepare to recall the information,
it will be relatively simple to recognize
whether a statement is true or false (p. 59).

Smith (7) goes a step beyond this somewhat
pragmatic orientation to tie the importance of
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the organizing overview used in study, at least
by implication, to Gestalt theory.

In a somewhat different context, Keislar (2)
has presented data which support the position
that a "learning set" is shaped through the
kinds of responses reinforced on tests the
student has taken. Keislar notes that students
are most likely to learn those kinds of things
they have been reinforced for knowing in former
examinations in a given course. His data
suggest that a student will perform best on an
examination of a type for which he is set as a
result of past examinations. If this position
would suggest any advice to the student, it
would be that he should study specifically for
the type of test announced.

While these two positions are consonant in
several respects, they diverge in that one
suggests the superiority of the essay set
regardless of type of test, while the other
suggests the superiority of the recognition
set for taking recognition tests though acknow-
ledging the superiority of the essay set for
taking essay tests. The present study was under-
taken primarily for the purpose of examining
the hypothesis that the essay set will lead to
superior performance on either a test of recall
or one of recognition.

Method

Sub'ects

Subjects used in the study were 95 college
students enrolled in an introductory course
in Educational Psychology at The Ohio State
University during the Winter Quarter of the
academic year 1964-65. They were chosen from
among students in three sections of a large
lecture group, the three sets of subjects used
in this study being equated on the basis of
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mean performance and range of performance on a
recognition-type pre-test which sampled material
to be presented in the course.

Learning Material

Each of the three classes attended three hour-
long lectures per week, and two hour-long
section meetings per week. Although there were
absences, they did not occur more frequently in
one class than in the others. All'three classes
heard the same lectures, but each was present at
different section meetings, though all were
taught by the same instructor. All were responsi-

. ble for the same number of chapters.assigned in
the text, Psychology in Education by Pressey,
Robinson, and Horrocks 00. All were told that
they would be examined over material in these
three sources of information.

Tests

Three types of mid-term tests were used. One
class was tested twice during the ten-week term,
each time with an essay test. The second class
was tested twice, each time with a multiple-
choice type test which was predominantly factual
in nature. The third class was tested twice
with a multiple- choice and matching type test
in which an attempt was made to design the items
in such a way as to stress underdtanding, organ-
ization, and the ability to draw implications
from the learning material.

Procedure

The final examination, given to all three
classes, consisted of a multiple- choice section
containing approximately half implicational
items and half factual items, and an essay
section requiring two answers. Students in
all three groups were led to believe, without
being specifically told so, that the final
examination would be of the same type as those
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which they had been given for mid-term tests.
Sach section of the examination lasted exactl y
one hour, and each was given separately. That
is, in each case, the first examination given
was collected before the second one was passed
out. For each class, the first section of the
exam was of the type it had had before and for
which it had, presumably, prepared. Tne essay-
set class was given the essay portion of the
examination first while the two recognition-set
classes were given the multiple choice section
first. This particular ordering was dictated
by pedagogical as well as by purely research
considerations: namely that in this way,
whatever anxiety effects might have resulted
from the presentation of an unexpected type of
examination would be minimized and held constant
across sections. If, for example, those set for
an essay examination ha- been presented with the
unexpected multiple choice section first, they
would, presumably, have been more subject to
decrement in performance as a function of in-
creased anxiety than would the classes set for
multiple choice, presented first with the type
of examination they had expected.

All essay answers were read and graded by three
judges: the lecturer in the course, the section
instructor, and an experienced instructor in
the course involved in no way with the teaching
of the students used in the study. Papers were
shuffled and graded "blind" in such a way that
none of the judges knew the name of the writer
of a given paper, which section he was in, or
what grade had been assigned co a given paper
by the other judges. Grading was based, in so
far as possiole, upon level of demonstration of
understanding of main ideas and relationships
and presentation of supporting factual material
rather than upon such stylistic considerations
as punctuation, spelling, and the like. Inter-
judge reliability coefficients were of the order
of .65 (Pearsonian). Ratings of the three
judges were averaged for each subject, and the
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scores were traneforimed to standard scores with
Mean=500 and S.D.=-300 for ease of treatment.

MUltipli choice tests were graded according to
a staneard key, and scores foi all subjects
were t'ansformed to standard slores.

Results Interpretaiinn

Principal results are presented in Table 1.
None of the difference3 in total mean score
approached significance. it WAS therefore
concluded that the claim for the superiority
of essay set during study in preparation for
exams regardlesz-of-whether an essay or recog-
nition type examination is given, was unsupported
by the results of the present study.

Interpretation of other features of the data
presented in Table 1 is not as simple as it
might at first appear. Since each class took
the type of test for which it was set first
(an expedient discussed in the Method section
above), and since each class suffered a decre-
ment in performance from the first to the second

. test it took, one might suggest fatigue rather
than the influence of set as an explanation for
the decrement in each case. Indeed, one might
expect some decrement as a function of fatigue,
although it seems unlikely that the differences
could be explainGd entirely in this way.

While the present design does not lend itself
to the direct ruling out of the fatigue factor,
if one decrement were significantly greater
than the others, the difference in the differ-
ences might reasonably be interpreted as attri-
butable to some factor other than fatigue. One
might expect, for example, on the basis of
Meyer's reported findings, that the drop from
multiple choice performance to essay performance
for the recognition-set classes would be greater
than that from essay to multiple choice for the
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essay-set class. As may be seen in Table 1, the
essay-set class suffered a greater decrement in
performance on the multiple-choice section than
did either of the recognition-set classes on the
essay section. While none of the differences in
decrement were great enough to be statistically
significant, it is interesting to note that the
direction of decrement differences is the reverse
of what would have been expected on the basis of
Meyer's findings. While this finding might be
explained in a number of ways, it can scarcely
be interpreted as evidence supporting the superi-
ority of the essay set for.preparation for
multiple-choice type examinations.

Discussion

The results of this study raise doubts as to
the universal applicability of the injunction
so commonly given, at least by implication, by
those involved in study-skills counseling:
namely, that one should study for practically
any kind of test as if for an essay test. The
reasoning behind this position is logically
pleasing and may even find some support in the
general stand of Gestalt and related theory.
The results of this study, however, lend no
support to this position.

Some guesses might be hazarded as to why these
data diverge so sharply from those cited which
appear to support the universal efficacy of the
essay set in preparation for examinations. In

most cases such data derive from laboratory or
quasi-laboratory studies in which small amounts
of material are learned, what is learned:must
be remembered for only short periods of time,
and testing is rather direct and non-involving
for the subjects. To extrapolate from findings
in this setting to the vastly complicated
world of the college student who is learning a
great many things about several different large
bodies of material which he is expected to
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remember for relatively long periods of time may
be somewhat unreasonable. On the other hand, as
we have seen in this study, the "real world"
setting imposes limitations also. Use of the
design which would have controlled such effects
as fatigue was made infeasible by anticipated
undesirable anxiety of subjects presented
initially with an unexpected type of test (in-
volved as these subjects were in taking, a final
examination which would count on their records,
and all that this entails). This, in turn, made
interpretation of results more difficult.

The results of this study should not be inter-
preted as evidence that performance on multiple-
choice type tests does not rely, to some_deOee,
upon a kind of organization of material. They
do suggest the possibility that the kind of
organization of material one does when preparing
for a multiple-choice type examination may differ
from that which he does when preparing for an
essay examination. Further research might be
directed at discriminating among differing types
of organization.
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PERCEPTION AND THE HANDICAPPED
COLLE.;E READER

Boyd B. Jackson
Univer7ity of Illinois

Reviews of the published research in reading
appear annually, like a calendar. Such reviews
usually cover methodology, teacher preparation,
identification and measurement of the many so-
called reading skills, dynamics of the reading
process, as well as perception. These reading
investigations have been described by the re-
viewers as "fragmentary and unrelated," "too
practical," "oriented toward content, methods
and mechanics," "varied in quality and impor-
tance" and "very sparse and inconclusive in
certain areas."

One of the major areas of "sparsity and incon-
clusiveness" of research is in the area of
perception in reading as it relates to college
students and :dults. Perhaps we can stimulate
some research in this area by this paper.

What happens in the brain of a college student
when he "sees" an object and recognizes it?
A complete qnswel. to this question is not with-
in the power of any educator, psychologist or
physiologis'.:., primarily becalse the verb "see"
denotes a very tricky process with seemingly
unlimited complications.

It is generally accepted that what happens
during the process of seeing is not a psycbo-
physical action related to one area of th6
cortex. Instead, seeing, or perception, is
inter-related among the many .eas of the cor-
tex, and involves, among other things, the
visual, auditory and kinesthetic senses as well
as an accumulation of learned responses
acquired during the years of reaching adulthood.
Perception, than, is a mental process triggered
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by a sensation or sensations and is the organ-
ization of these sensory impulses on the basis
of some known experience into a meaningful-con-
cept. With greeter learning and a wider
experience with words the result should be an
automatic recognition of a word, its sound and
its relevant meaning. Automatic as perception
should be, it still requires time--a fraction
of a second minimally. Herein lies an area that
merits extensive and more exacting rescJarch.

For example, delayed perception among drivers
results in accidents. A driver who sees a car
approaching from his right at an intersection
and fails to respond to his perceptual cues is
not an unusual cause of a serious accident.
More pertinently, the driver who perceives the
stop sign and fails to stop is too commonplace
among our traffic statistics. Why does he fail
to respond to his perception of a printed sign
or to a situation? The researchers in traffic
safety are working on this phase of perception
and have some practical answers.

A student who sees his assignments and fails to
perceive the material is very prone to become
an academic statistic on the "dropped" list of
our crowded universities. Why should a student,
selected for his scholarly potential, have such
inadequate perception that he fails in his work?

There appear to be at least three major points
that are relevant to understanding the relation-
ship between reading and the perceptual process:

(1) Perception, seemingly simple, is a very
complex process with many possibilities of
failure or error within its physiological,
neurological, and psychological components.

(2) Perceptual efficiency has a direct relation-
ship to reading effectiveness and any lack
of perceptual efficiency will result in a
corresponding loss in reading effectiveness.
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(3) Perceptual handicaps, while known to exist
by the reader, are not necessarily subject
to spontaneous self-remission but are
correctable after detailed diagnosis and
subsequent perceptual training.

To illustrate some facets of the relationships
between perception and reading among college
students we will present three selected research
projects--one in the form of a proposal and two
compllted projects. These studies, hopefully,
will stimulate discussion, provoke criticism and
sF.ark a question or two for more research in the
area of reading perception of college students
and adults.

The first example is in the form of a. research
proposal, which has since been started, at the
University of Illinois, Urbana campus.

Perceptual motor and neurological ueficit have
been associated with reading deficiencies of
younger children by a number of at;t.1,ors and
some effort has been spent in extending these
findings to older subjects. A ' 1 studies
found no relation between perfor ance on the
Memory for Design test and reading impairment
in 6-18 year olds. But Silver and Hagin (5)
found that children with specific reading dis-
abiJity as 9-10 year olds continued to show
certain neurological and perceptual deficits as
adults. Such chronicity of deficit was more
typtcal of persons with organically produced
reading deficit than of those with developmental
deficit. Children with developmental deficit
seem to have recovered partially or to have
attained compensation techniques as adults.

In general, researchers have not gone beyond
uncovering the correlation between reading
deficiency and abnormal neurological and per-
ceptual-motor performance. At least several
questior.s remain: Is the degree of perceptual-
motor and neurological disturbance in any way
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predictive of improvement in a developmental
reading program? io such disorders improve
concomitantly with reading improvement?

It is likely that perceptual and neurological
abnormalities are produced by organic impairment
which becomes less reversible w4th age, and that
poor perceptual-motor habits are more firmly
established in older persons. Either case
suggests that there would be a positive orrela-
tion between perceptual-motor performance and
neurological abnormalities and improvement in a
reading course. If perceptual-motor performance
itself should improve following the reading
course, then there would be evidence that it is
not invariably produced by irreversible organic
impairment, even in adults.

answer these questions, it is proposed to
give some of the more promising tests of per-
ceptual motor and memory performance and several
of the neurological tests used by Silver and
Hagin (5) to the developmental reading classes
at the University of Illinois. Pre- and Post-
course testing with the Bender Gestalt, the
Graham-Kendall Memory-for-Designs, Trails A &
B, WAIS Digit Symbol, and Memory passages from
the Wechsler Scale form I, and tests of cerebral
cominance is planned.

The Bender Gestalt is one of the most widely
used psychological tests of organicity and has
been used often in reading research (1). Al-

though the rosearch literature concerning this
instrument is rampant with flagrant subjectivism
and abuse of experimental design, several
impirically-derived objective scoring systems
are available. The other tests to be used have
reasonably adequate research backing, and have
been used, although somewhat infrequently, in
reading research.

The reading deficit of the experimental groups
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is defined relative to the norms of a college
population which is above the nati.onal college
medi.n on both the ACT and SCAT. Such a se:

group could negate finding the perceptual
neurological signs which are expected. The

Bender-:vestal t and MFD scoring systems, in par-
ticular, may not discriminate within this group
since normals typically get zero or very low
scores on them. It may be advisable to shorten
exposure times of the Bender Gestalt and MFD
stimuli in order to increase task difficulty
and thus to better differentiate subjects. Such
a procedure would, of course, make the compari-
son of results to previous studies and to norms
quite questionable. A control group will be
emp2.oyed. However, it will be possible to accept
as ,!ontrol subjects only persons who are above
the 35 percentile in reading ability on the
Coop English test of Reading Achievement. This

mean, that the group will not be random and
that it will be difficult to match it with the
experimental group on reh,vant available vari-
ables such as SCAT and ACT scores. Thus, it
will be more meaningful to compare their pre-
post change scores, rather than their absolute
pre-and post scores, with the experimental group
scores.

Initial performwrce tests used will be correl-
ated with pre-course reading speed and compre-
hension and with degree of improvement in
various course areas. Degree of pre-post
improvement on the tests shown by the experi-
mental subjects will be compared with improve-
ment shown over a similar period by the control
subjects. It is hypothesized that: i. There
will be a positive correlation between initial
perceptual-motor test performance and initial
speed and comprehension scores; Ii. There will
be a positive correlation between initial per-
ceptual-motor performance and degree of improve-
mant shown in the course; ill. Course subjects
will improve more than controls in perceptual-
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motor performance.

Several questions relating to the construct
validity of the tests can also be asked. Richie
and Butler (2) have found, in retardates,
,ignificant correlations (.05) between MFD
errors and WAIS Verbal IQ (-.28), Perf. IQ
(-.62), and Full Scale iQ No equiva-
lent IQ measures are available for the subjects
in this study, but SCAT V and Q scores are
available. A correlational analysis of per-
formances on these and on the perceptual-motor
tests will be made. There is no implication
that SCAT V and Q are equivalent to WAIS V and
Performance.

A study completed at the University of Minnesota
by Torrance and Harmon (6) is somewhat unique
and illustrates still another perceptual
problem among college students.

Among the many sub-areas of perception that
have been little explored in reported research
studies is the effect of mind set on text book
-..ading. Usually a normal person's activities
are integrated to the extent that he does not
respond to every stimulation of the sense
organs. He selects the stimulus to which he
will respond and he also is in control of the
response to the stimulus and of the ment4d1
operation involved in responding.

Torrance and Harmon (6) arranged an experiment
to establish sets which they hypothesized would
result in the utilization of Guilford's five
mental operations: cognition, mem^ry, conver-
gent thinking, divergent thinking and evalu-
ation (4). Cognition is defined as recognizing
facts, memory is retention, convergent thinking
leads to the development of conventional
solutions from known information, divergent
thinking produces new and untested solutions
and evaluation relates to decisions of goodness
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or adequacy of thinking.

The author used 115 graduate students in a
Mental hygiene course and divided them into
three groups. One group was instructed to read
their assignments with a set or intent to
remember everything they read. They were in-
structed to use whatever devices they liked to
remember what they read.

The second group was instructed to critically
evaluate the content of what they read. Their
set was to question everything the author had
to say, to find defects in reasoning and factual
information.

The third group was told to think about the
many uses of the information being read, par-
ticularly uses related to the student's personal
and professional life.

Each group used their assigned reading set for
one week. At the end of the week an evaluation
form was filled in by each student, reporting
his ability to maintain the assigned set, the
degree of difficulty using the set and the time
in minutes that it took to accomplish the read-
ing assignment the last day of the week. Polar-
adjective pairs on a seven point scale was used
for student reaction to the set usede.g.,
good-bad, labored-easy, active-passive, etc.
Each Friday subjects were given a 20 minute test
covering the readiAg assignment for that day
using questions covering Guilford's five mental
operations.

Each week for three weeks the groups were given
a new reading set to be used that week so that
in three weeks each group had used each of the
three sets and had been evaluated on each of the
sets.

The authors report the Creative set produced the
highest mean each week on the Creative questions.
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The evaluative set produced the highest mean
among the groups during one week only when a
problem solving question was asked. Those using
the memory set achieved the highest mean on
those questions only during the third week.
Differential effects on the memory items were
only statistically significant in the third week
and the cognitive items were not consistently
differential.

The subjects reported the memory set easiest to
maintain. There were no significant differences
on the estimated length of time spent on reading
the assignment.

The authors conclude that no one reading set
was found to be superior to the others.

This study offers some provocative possibilities
for perceptual efficiency studies. Would a
replication of this study with a less sophisti-
cated group of subjects be fruitful? Would the
use of structured sets of some similar type be
useful in exploring the "delayed perception"
factor mentioned earlier? how would a control
group have fared in the study?

The third illustration is a study dora at the
Child Study Center, University of Dcriver which
attempts to apply Piaget and Morf's (3) logical
model of perceptual development to reading.
Although this research was performed with younger
children, the hypothesis is unusual and would
sc'7, to hold some merit for consideration and
exploration with the reading processes of college
students and Aults.

The authors of the research describe Piaget's
theory briefly. Piaget felt that perception
of the young child is centered, that is, per-
ception is caught and held by the dominant
aspects of the visual field. Dominant aspects
in this case are determined by Gestalt-like
principles such as "good form" and "continuity,"
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which Piaget refers to as "field effects." ks

the child grows older perception presumably
hecomes progressively "decentered" in that per-
ception is gradually freed from its -,artier
domination by "field effects.' Perceptual
decentraticn occurs after the development of
a higher order of perceptual organization that
Piaget calls perceptual regulations.

These perceptual regulations allow the child to
respond to the stimulus without actually manipu-
lating it--i.e., to unscramble the letters
u 1 b e mentally and respond "blue."

Therefore, it would seem that perceptual regu-
lations are comparable to but not identical to
concept :ormation and does require a type of
.onceptual logic. The researchers, therefore,
undertook an investigation to test the notion
that "learning to read involves a kind of logical
activity."

They used two groups of children, slaw readers
and average readers, cl,sely matched by age,
sex and a non-verbal measure of intelligence
(the Otis, 1952, Alpha). Perceptual decen-
tration was measured by using two sets of 9x10
cars containing ambip;uolis figures in black and
white and cardboard shields cut to cover the
cards in set B in such a way that when placed
over the drawings the hidden or reversed figures
were immediately apparent.

The child was tested on set A and a pretraining
score of the number of figures seen was estab-
lished. Immediately after testing, the child
was presented with set B and by use of the
screening cards the child was trained by very
direct and revealing clues to perceive the
figures he was unable to perceive spontaneously.
Each child was trained to perceive all figures
in set B. The learning score was the number of
clues needed to reach perfection. Immediately
after training the child was tested again on
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Set A. The post-training score was the number
of figures detected.

Slow readers were found to be significantly less
adept at-figural-decentrationf- had -lower -.

scores, required a significantly larger
number of clues during training, and had signifi-
cantly less transfer of training than average
readers. In general, the authors.found their
results in agreement with the hypothesis that
reading involves the ability to decenter per-
ception-and that the more decentered the per-
ception the better the reader.

Although the authors admittedly did not find
proof that perceptual decentration improves with
age. from their results this is still a possi-
bility, given a test with a higher ceiling.

The implications of this study strongly suggest
that perceptual activity in reading involves
mental manipulations of the given material at
a higher level than simple discrimination and
that training in such mental manipulations is
possible.

It is not our intent that these reported research
projects be a review of the literatureinstead
they were selected and are offered as a means of
emphasizing the areas of reading among college
students and adults where more research and
clarifying discussion are needed.

It has not been possible in such a brief paper
to do more than explore a few of the principal
areas of the perceptual process in college
reading and to attempt to illustrate these areas
with a few selected research studies. The
crucial points are that perception must be dealt
with at the college level from its broadest
definition: (1) perceptual efficiency is not
simply stimulus -response; (2) it may be alter-
able by structured sets; and (3) may well be
explored from both maturation and experience.
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VISUAL TEST SCORE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH AND
LOW READINa ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS

AMONG COLLEGE FRESHMEN

Francene Silbiger
Fairleigh Dickinson University

The purpose of this study was to examine the
differences in visual skill performance between
college freshmen of high and low reading ability.
This study is part of a long-term project to
demonstrate experimentally that visual perform-
ance is an important factor in reading effic-
iency.

Reading as a Visual Act

It is well known that during reading the eyes
do not move smoothly across the printed page
but make a series of three to five discrete-
fixations per second, or approximately 12,000
fixations per hour. Each fixation involves the
focusing and aiming of both eyes at the same
point in three dimensional space. Each dimen-
sion can be represented by one or more visual
skills. which may be measured by standard vision
screening tests. The purpose of this study is
to test the hypothesis that the ease and
accuracy of performance of the visual skills
corresponding to. the three spatial dimensions
is related to reading achievement.

A description of the three dimensions and the
tests which are used to measure them follows:

1) The z-axis or depth dimension refers to the
focusing ability of the eyes. Performance on
this dimension is most commonly established as
acuity performance on the Snellen chart at a
distance of 20 feet. For reading, however,
acuity should be measured at the near-point
distance of 14 inches.
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2) The y-axis, or vertical dimensi.on, refers
to the aiming of eyes along the vertical axis.
This skill is measured by the vertical phoria
test.

3) The x-axis or lateral dimension is perhaps
the most important for reading. During reading,
both eyes must realign themselves for each
fixation on the lateral axis. At the same time,
focus in the depth dimension and aiming on the
vertical axis remain relatively constant.

The lateral dimension is measured by three tests
in this study, two standard tests and one new
test as follows:

a) Lateral Phoria Test: This test measures the
relative alignment of each eye when no fusion
target is present. A tendency of t .0 eyes to

aim inward is called overconvergenci or
esophorie, while a tendency of the eyes to aim
outward is called underconvergence or exophoria.
Since there is no fusional target on this test,
stOects frequently report that the target
moves. It is thus possible to get a measure
of both tne deviation from orthophoria and the
amount of movement.

b) Fusion lest: This test measures the
ability of the eyes to combine separate images
into a single mental image. if the two images
are not too disparate, a reflex .owards fusion,
will operate.

c) Fixation isparity Tests: this test measures
literal phoria with a fusion target. While

the lateral phoria test measures deviation from
orthophoria without a fusion target, and the
fusion test measures the ability of the eyes
to combine the test forms into a single image
in an all-or-none manner, the reading act
represents a situation where deviations from
orthophoria can occur while fusion is maintained.
in order to measure such deviations, tests of
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fixation disparity were designed. These tests,
which measured lateral aiming with a fusion
target were designed by Woolf (13) to be used
with the Titmus Optical vision tester (T/0
tester). They represent an extension of his
Work on a fixation disparity test in the 50's

(1), (2).

Review of the Literature

The results of previous studies of the relation
between vision and reading have been contra-
dictory, to say the least. A few studies with
college, elementary, and high school popu-
lations such as those by Silbiger and Woolf
(10), (11), Kelly (6) and Robinson (8) have
shown that good reading ability and educational
success tend to be related to exophoric respon-
ses, and poor reading and lower academic
achievement with esophoric responses. Bond and
Tinker (3) report contradictory results in their

. review of studies relating eye muscle balcmce
to reading achievement. For example, Eames (4)
found a slight tendency for poor readers to be
hyperopic and exophoric at reading distance.
However, Stromberg (12) found no difference in
most visual skills between 71 fast and 71 slow
readers, although fast readers were found to
have superior ductions (the ability to handle
overconvergent or underconvergent prism stress).
Jackson and Schyo (5) found that students with
defective vision tended to have slightly better
reading scores.

One of the reasons for such conflicting results
might be differences in testing methods. It
seems that most studies measured vision without
corrective glassed. In the present study,
however, the students wore their glasses so
that the vision scores represented usable
vision in everyday life. On the basis of the
analysis of the visual factors related to read-
ing and the results of previous studies, it
would be expected that differences between good
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and poor readers would show up on near-point
vision tests rather than far-point tests and
shat measures of lateral phoria and fixation
disparity would prove of special importance.
It was also expected that greater, differences
would be found on the fixation disparity test
since this represents a skill which more closely
approximates the reading act.

Hypothesis:

The study was designed to test the null hypothe-
sis with respect to the relation between vision
and reading achievement for the vision tests
previously outlined.

Method and Procedure:

Subjects:

The subjects for this study were chosen from
freshmen at Drew University (Madison, New Jersey)
scoring in the top and bottom one-third of their
class on the Speed of Comprehension (S or C)
sub-test of the Comparative English Test (CET).
The CET was administered to all freshme; during
orientation week for the purpose of sel)cting
students required to take the Reading and Study
Skills Course (RSS). For a random sample of
78 freshmen ou' of the class of 280 the mea S

of C score was 166.7 with a standard deviation
of 6.54. For this grout S of C scores co rel-
ated .60 with SAT verbal scores.

Vision tests were administered to 38 Ss who
scored at 159 or below on the S of C test.
these students comprise the low reading group

(Low CET, X = 157.29). Vision tests were also
given to 25 students with scores of 170 or
above who comprised the high reading group
(High CET, T= 174:15).
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Vision Tests

The following vision tests were given to the Ss
in the study from the T/O tester battery.

Far Point: 1) acuity right eye; 2) acuity left
eye; 3) vertical phoria; 4) lateral phoria;
5) depth. Near Point: 6) acuity right eye;
7) acuity left eye; 8) lateral phoria; 9) fusion.
The following tests of fixation disparity were
given on the T/0 tester at near-point:
10) fixation disparity- orthophoric; 11) fixation
disparity 104 (prism diopters) convergence;
12) fixation disparity 104 divergence.

The latter two tests of fixation disparity re-
quired the S to demonstrate aiming ability under
conditions which forced convergence or divergence
respectively. Theoretically, the more precisely
an individual can establish fusion as prism
vergence is introduced, the less disparity he
will show (7).

Procedure

Vision testing was conducted during October,
November, and December of the fall semester.
The testing was done individually by a student
assistant trained by the author. Testing was
conducted with glasses as normally worn by the
student. That:is, if glasses were worn for
distance but not for reading, they were-worn
for the far-point tests only. If glasses were
prescribed but not worn normally, they were not
worn during the test. The aim of tha vision
testing was to measure the Ss' visual skills as
they normally functioned during his everyday
life.

The instructions for the vision tests were
slightly modified from the standardized instruc-
tions accompanying the T/O tester. These modi-
fications better met the needs of the college
population without altering the purpose of the
tests.
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Results:

The acuity test score equals the last response
before two wrong. Scores were in terms of
better eye and worse eye rather than right and
left. The scores when multiplied by 10 repre-
sent percent normal vision.

The vertical phoria test is scored in deviation
from zero phoria, a plus equals a score above
the x-axis and a mints below the x-axis.

The lateral phoria test was scored with devi-
ations from zero phoria. Deviations in the
esophoric direction were scored plus and in the
exophoric direction were scored minus. The units
represent 1 1/2 Diopters, or approximately 30'
arc. in addition to the standard lateral phoria
score, the amount of movement and the absolute
deviation, regardless of sign was scored for
lateral phoria at near-point.

The depth score represents percent normal depth
directly.

The fixatior disparity tests were scored in
essentially the same manner as the lateral phoria
test. The unit on the fixation disparity slide
is 10'arc however. For fixation disparity-
orthophoria both re]ative and absolute devi-
ations were scored.

Table 1 presents the mean scores and t tests for
the high and low CET 7,roups on the 16 vision
test measures.
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The results in general support the expectations
outlined in the introduction. On none of the
far-point vision tests were the differences
between High and Low CET groups significent.
On three or the six tests, however, the differ-
ences approached significance, (acuity worse
eye, verticAl phoria and lateral phoria).

On the near-point tests, while there is no
difference between groups on acuity better eye,
acuity worse eye is significantly different with
Agh CET being superior to Low CET. While
neither relative orebsolute lateral phoria is
not significant, movement is significant. How-
ever, the High CET group shows significantly
more movement than the Low group. Analysis of
the direction of movement, showed a tendency for
the High CET group to move towards an exophoric
or underconvergent deviation. This tendency is
confirmed by the results of the fixation
'disparity tests. j

Significant differences between groups were
found on three of the four fixation disparity
tests. On F. D. orthophoria, High CET scored
almost zero deviation while Low CET's mean was
1.84 minutes'of arc convergent. This finding
confirmed the findings of Silbiger and Woolf
(10), (11), Kelley (6) and Robinson (8) who
found poor readers to be more esophoric than
good readers. The groups also differed sig-
nificantly on the F. D. absolute deviation
scores with Low CET scoring in the direction
of greater lateral imbalance. The groups dif-
fered significantly on the test of F. D.. with

104 convergence. Low CET showed significantly
more ability to.handle the convergent stress
than the High CET group, which was significantly
more divergent on the test. On the-F. D. 104
divergence, test no significant differences
were found. Since High CET showed more diver-
gent tendency than Low CET, it would be
expected that High CET would have a lower
deviation score than Low CET. The failure to
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obtain this result may b6 an experimental error
since the F. D. divergence slide was presented
after the F. C. convergence slide, rather than
after the F. D. Urthophoria slide resulting in
a jump of 204 instead of 10A . A new test of
performance on these slides is planned.

Discussion

The results of the study indicated that high and
low reading groups differ on certain visual
skills related to the reading act. Special at
tention was given to tests involving the aiming
of the eyes along the lateral axis. Differences
in r'.sual skills were found when vision testing
was conducted with glasses as normally worn.
Furthermore, these differences were found in a
college population for whom the Low reading
group still represented a sample of students who
ranged from the national average to one standard
deviation above the average. if differences in
visual skills can already be demonstrated between
average and high achieving college students,
might not greater differences be found between
readers who differ more greatly on their read
ing achievement? Would more deviations from
normal be found among a really low reading group
since on the vertical phoria and the fusion
tests very few students deviated from normality?
This study has not taken into account dynamic
visual skills which involve the smoothness and
accuracy of eye movements such as pursuit and
saccadics. Might not high and low reading
groups differ on tasks measuring these skills?
It is hoped that the results of this study and
these questions will point the way for further
research.
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OPERANT CONDITIONDIG TECHNIQUES
WITH A "DISADVANTAGED" GROUP

David M.-Wark, Monica Kolb, Joan Tonn
University of Minnesota

Various suggestions have been proposed for the
solution of reading problems of the disadvantaged
student. Let us set aside the problem of an
exact definition of "disadvantaged" because the
rules for defining keep changing. However, lack
of definition has by no means hampered attempts
to define problems and suggest solutions. In a

single issue of the International Reading Associ-
ation proceedings we note the following: Harris
(5) has suggested that small group, after-school
instruction, may help when combined with thorough
medical examination and treatment. Sheldon (10)
points out that the culturally disadvantaged
come to school without conventional responses
to commonly accPnted objects pictured in middle
class textbooks. He'proposes spending part of
the early school. years teaching students to see,
speak, and listen like standard American youth.
S. Allen Cohen (2), on the other hand, suggests
that the "disadvantaged" student lives in a
pretty rich world on the streets of Gotham. It

.might be easier to teach him to read about the
black and white world he knows than to train him
to "experience" an altogether unlikely world.
Edwards (3) and Nasoh (6) agree that encourage-
ment and general rewarding praise are especially
desirable and that such praise and reward for
success may have been lacking in the early
school years. Edward Zigler, speaking at a U.S.
Office of Education'a National Conference on
Education of the Disadvantaged states, "Disad-
vantaged children are not motivated by what the
middle class takes for granted. The lower class
child needs immediate and tangible reward."
(12, page 10)
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The lack of reward may be traced to any number
of antecedent conditions. The student may never
have learned certain kinds of perceptual dis-
criminations necessary for reading. In class
social behavior may make it-necessaryfor the
teacher to act like a warden rather than a tutor
and administer punishment rather than praise.
Professor Arthur Pearl feels that "punishment
is not an effective deterrent, but we operate
in the schools as if this were the only basis
for controlling behavior." (7, page 11) A lack
of common language between teacher and student
may make it very difficult for a student to
perform in such a way as to earn a reward.
( "John, who killed cook-robin?" "Jeese, Teach,
he's still alive. I seen him last nightOn
TV.") Seemingly these authors are all saying
that the disadvantaged student is suffering from
a lack of positive re-enforcement. He is not
getting rewards for his classroom behavior.

Several researchers have demonstrated that
positive reinforcem^nt techniques can be used
to teach elementary reading skills. Staats (9),
Evans (4) and Addison and Homme (1) have reported
marked success using a wide range of student
selected reinforcers to teach elementary skills
to students on an Indian reservation. More
recently, Raygor,.Werk and Warren (8) have shown
that positive reinforcement is extremely effec-
tive in producing rapid rate gains by college
students.

Up to this time there have been no studies using
aversive stimulation with these populations.
The rapers presented at the IRA meeting would
suggest that aversive control was quite typical
in a teaching situation for the disadvantaged.
However, we might speculate, on the basis of the
general effectiveneds of positive reinforcement
that these same students would profit markedly
from a positive reinforceusnt situation. This
study reports a systematic attempt to compare
the effectiveness of positive reinforcement and
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avoidance on the reading rate behavior of stu-
dents from a "disadvantaged" background.

Subjects

In the summer of 1966 the University of Minnesota
carried out a program to motivate financially
disadvantaged high school students to go on to
college. Under an Office of Economic. Opportunity
grant, 63 youngsters spent six weeks on campus
in project Upward Bound. The students, juniors
and seniors in high school, came from families
living below the then current poverty criterion- -
$3000.00 per year for a family of four. The
students came from 42 different schools in 15
counties throughout the state of Minnesota. They
ranged from age 15 to age 18, forty-one of them
were males and 22 were females. Eighteen came
from farm families. Twenty-nine of the 63 were
from broken homes or else living apart from
their families. Financially, 28 came from homes
where the incomes were less than $4000.00 and
five came from homes where the family incomes,
were $1500.00 or less. Fifty-four were Cauca-
sians, five were Negro, two were Indians and two
were classified as "other." The modal grade
point average for the students' was between a C
and C+. They were nominated by teacher, coun-
selors or civic officials as being under-
achievers who should be encouraged to go on to
college.. Part of their experience on campus was
to work regularly each day in the Reading and
Study Skills Center. From the group working in
the Center, volunteers were taken to the labora-
tory to work .on the project reported in this
paper.

Method

The students wore working on a reading rate
improvement task. The text was a secondary
school level science fiction adventure story,
with a teen-age hero. The material was retyped
on 81 x 11 paper in 200 word segments. The
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100th and 200th word on each page was marked
yellow with.a felt tip highlighter. The student
was told that every time he was reading and he
came to the yellow mark, he was to push a hand.
switch. The switch was connected to the pen on
a cumulative event recorder in another room.
(For description of a cumulative event recorder
see 'dark (11).) The student was informed that
there would be two conditions in the study. In

the first conditions 'he would see a red light
flash every time he pushed the button if his
reading rate was above a criterion. The criterion
rate was explained to him. If his rate was
below that criterion the light would not flash.
He was informed that a red light meant he was
doing well. In the second condition, if his
rate was above a certain criterion there would
be no signal. However, if his rate fell below
that criterion a loud buzzer would sound next to
him. The buzzer meant he was doing poorly. The
light and buzzer were both demonstrated. The

student was told that the condition under which
he was operating, positive reinforcement with a
red light for increase, on aversive-reinforce-
ment with a buzzer for decrease, would be
signaled by a hospital call bell gong. One
gong would mean the light for rate above a cri-
terion, two gongs would mean a buzzer for rate
below a criterion. There would be six complete
cycles of light and buzzer and the criterion
would be increased for each cycle. The student
was informed that there would be a retention
test at the end of the reading. He was to read
for as many-cycles as he could in the time
available to him.

Results

Seven students were tested under the alternating
buzzer and light condition. In general they
could be divided into two categories:. Those
that showed some over-all rate gain and those
that did not. Figure'l shows the reading curves
for a student who did not gain much. Each line
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is a curve for one cycle. The slash mark in
the middle of each curve indicates a shift from
light to buzzer. The curves have been redrawn
to give the light treatment first. The slight
upswing blip mark at the top of each step in the
curve indicates whether the student met a
criterion or not. For the light condition the
slip 'indicates the student received a light for
being above criterion. In the buzzer condition
it means he avoided the buzzer. In figure 1 we
notice that Jim's rate did not increase sub-
stantially for the first two cycles. There is
the beginning of gain in the third cycle although
it is not much. In the fourth cycle he began .
to show increases under the buzzer. The effect
is most marked in cycle six. Under the light
he read for an average of 219 words a minute, .

under the buzzer 275 words a minute. (Each stair
step on the curve represents 100 words.) Over-,

all he earned an 82% comprehension score. How-
ever, his over-all gain (from 229 to 275 words
a minute) is hardly remarkable.

Figure 2 is a record of a student who made con-
siderable gains. He more than doubled his rate.
We notice that his major gain is under the
buzzer condition in the first cycle. From then
on, especially in cycles three, four, five and
six the curves are more or less parallel, sug-
vesting relatively little gain. This student
was probably operating beyond his reasonable
rate in the second. half of the experiment.
Notice that for the first half his comprehension
score was 70%. For the last three cycles, when
his rate is almost double his initial rate, the
comprehension falls off to 30%. We noticed
that there are blips on almost every response.

What conclusions can we draw about the relative
effectiveness of buzzer versus light? Table 1--

summarizes the rate gains for seven students
under various numbers of cycles. Unfortunately,
only subjects three, four and five completed
all six cycles. The other subjects were either
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started in the middle of the afternoon session
or had to leave early for other appointments.
However, we note that across'all cases with the
exception of cycle four the reading rate is
higher under buzzer than under light. (Students
were run in various sequences. That is, some
students had the light first and some had the
buzzer first. For Table 1 these differences
have been removed and.the data are presented as
if the light were presented first.) We note
that in cycles one and two the difference between
rate under light and buzzer is statistically
significant. In fact,. if the original 7 sub-
jects had finished the entire experiment, every
cycle except number 3 would have shown statis-
tical differences in favor of the light. These
data are certainly indicative. They suggest
that for this group of students aversive.stimu-
lation is a more effective technique than rein-
forcements for increasing reading rate gains.

Table 2 reports the result of various types of
studies with 17 students. They were tested
under a variety of different conditions. We
studied the effects of extinction, the use of
a buzzer as a signal for both reward and punish-
ment, the use of_college level history Material'
as a reading task as opposed to the science
fiction text reported previously and the effects
of different types of instruction. We were
frankly exploring and attempting to get more
information on the way these students operated.

Of the 17 students, eight showed less than ten
words per minute increase. One student made a
very substantial increase under the light con-
dition. Another eight made, on the.average,
50 words per minute increase using a buzzer.
The figures reported in Table 2 cast some doubt
on the basic notion of the effectiveness of
positive reinforcement.
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Conclusion'

We found in these studies that for our students,
from a frankly disadvantaged background, use of
an aversive stimulus was more effective in pro-
ducing changes in behavior than the presentation
of a positive reinforcer. Of course, it is
reasonable to raise the question, "Was the light
the reinforcer and was the buzzer aversive;"
In previous studies evidence has been accumulated
that the answer is yes. Raygor, Wark and
Warren (8) and 'Wark (11) have cited rather clear
evidence that for normal college students a
light can be used contingently with increase in
reading rate as a reinforcer and a buzzer can
be used contingently as an avoidance stimulus.
Under those conditions the light and buzzer have
both been demonstrated to increase reading rates.
That is, they have been demonstrated emperically
to be reinforcers. In-this case the situation
is not quite as clear. Enperically we can only
say that we have two contingencies. A stimulus
is provided to the student if he does better
than expected (the light) or if he does worse
than expected (the buzzer),, Sequentially, at
least, this meets the criterion of a reinforcer
and a punisher. In that situation we find that
the second contingency, a signal for not doing
well, seems to work better with the students in
the sample.

Is it apprOpriate to generalize this finding?
Admittedly the students in this study cannot be
considered a random sample of "disadvantaged"
students. First of all, they were selected by
their teachers, counselors, and local civic
leaders as being somehow more worthy of atten-
tion than their peers. Secondly, they were
volunteers taken from this selected pool to
participate in an experiment. On both counts
they are atypical. However, since they came
from both rural and urban settings throughout
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the state- they are probably typical of an
important sub-set of the disadvantaged - -the
ones perceived by the '.'establishment" as
worthwhile of help. We might, therefore, say
that the study has no widespread generality
but important selective generality.

Reviewers of this study have suggested that the
results are not at all surprising. They
pointedrout-that disadvantaged students, since
they are used to non-reinforcements in a class-
room situation, should do better under such
treatment. This, of course is somewhat at
variance with the equally acceptable notion
that the students are deprived of reinforcement

. and should do well when it is forthcoming.
Neither of these bland generalizations shoulc1
be accepted. The first would be acceptable
only after much more research. The second is
counter-indicated by this study. Therefore,
one can legitimately ask what are the impli-
cations of this particular experiment? Clearly
one - result is that massive doses of reinforce-
ment are not necessarily effective. It behooves
the researcher and, more importantly, the
teacher to examine the instructional system
and decide when to use what kind of contingency.
Fiore generally it speaks to the question of
what kind of instructional techniques will work
best for what kind of student. Laboratory
research should not be taken whole into the
classroox. situation without some kind of
analysis. The wold is not populated by
college-sophomores and white rats, but we must
decide what characteristics of these lower
organisms we can count on to be present in our
students.
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ESTABLISHING k READING CENTER IN A
COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGE

THE FLINT, YECHIGAN, INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAM

Clarence A. Anderson
Flint Community Junior College

"What Do Teachers Think about English in the Two
Year College?" is a timely article, with refer-
ence to reading, that appeared in the September
1966 issue of the Junior College Journal. The

article reports that 68 per cent of all two year
colleges surveyed have remedial English programs,
largely' remedial reading and grammar review.
The article further states that there seems no
doubt to anyone that the work in reading is
absolutely necessary. However, only 10 per cent
of all those teaching in such programs have had
any special training whatsoever (2). One can
conclude from-this report that the establishment
of sound reading programs with trained teaching
personnel is of paramount importance.

The reading program developed at Flint Community
Junior College the past two years is centered in
a $25,000 Reading Center which caters to students
and interested adults at all levels of reading
development. A reading center at our college
became a necessity because 1) English teachers,
who generally should accept responsibilities
for the reading skill improvements in their
students, are not qualified through training
and experience to assume these responsibilities,
and 2) students deficient in reading skills are
now scheduled into English courses where reading
improvement is not a part of their remedial
program.

Abating the reading problem at Flint Junior
College through its Reading Center is a com-
plete departure from traditionally recognized
ways and means of handling incompetent readers
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at the college level. The approach is essen-
tially that.of.the "individualizing of instruc-
tion," and largely incorporates programmed and
semi-pfogrammed reading materials geared to
individual treatment. Only the large universi-
ties with complete reading and counseling staffs
have done much experimenting with this type of
'programming. Raygor (2) recently reported on
the success of this venture at the University
of Minnesota. He stated that the Reading and
Study Skills Center, under the individualized
plan, has improved its effectiveness more than
he would have believed possible, by Changing
froM a lock-step, mass program that assumed
equivalent needs on the part of all students.
In individualizing reading instruction within:
our Reading Center at Flint, we know-fromitest-
ing and other information that students-differ
in the ability to read, and'secondly, we believe
that having a student compete with himself is a
more effective technique than having the student
compete with others.

Once admitted to the Reading Center, the stu-
dents find the procedure is very simple and
streamlined. Each one is given the Coop Reading
Comprehension Test (1960) and the EDL Word Clue
Test. Other tests are administered if needed,
but the testing program must be practical. The
EDL Reider's Inventory provides the necessary
.insight into a student's reading interests,
attitudes and-habits, his educational and voca-
tional background, and what he expects to gain
from the course. The Inventory is also used as
the cumulative folder for each student. Finally,
a reading program and plan of action is developed
in consultation with each student.

Initiating each student intovan individualized
program is facilitated by the physical makeup
of the Reading Center and the availability of
graded, self-help instructional materials. The
Reading Center itself is a converted 35' by.
23' classroom containing 30 new Acousti reading
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carrels plus 6 alder versions locally constructed.
A Jr. Controlled Reader is available at each
Acousti carrel, with two carrels, in addition,
wired with tapedecks for the'Listen and Read
programs. Fourteen sets of filmstrips at 8
reading.levels are available for use with the
Controlled Readers. Other equipment includes.
6 Skimmer and Scanners (EDL), 3 Tachist-o
Viewers and graded filmstrips, 3 Craig.Readers
with accompanying slides, 3 Shadowscopes, 1
EDL Reading Eye, 1 Keystone Visual Survey, and
numerous other mechanical devices.

The heart of the reading program centers in the
instructional material itself. In the develop-
ment of vocabulaiy, the EDL Word Clue series
'(7 levels), Programmed Vocabulary (Brown), Vocabu-
lary Growth (Coronet), How to Improve Your
Reading (Coronet); and SRA Words (Markle) are
used. The EDI, Word Clue materials have been
rated as most helpful by students, not on the
basis .of vocabulary growth seldomly reflected
in vocabulary testing,. but in terms Of word
meaning techniques which affect comprehension.
In the development of comprehension and speed
of comprehension, the EDL Controlled Reading Study
Guides GH through MN are principally employed.
They are largely used with the filmstrips; on
occasion, they are used with the Shadowscope.
Also employed in thedevelopment of comprehension
and speed, varying with individuals, are EnT,
Skimming and Scanning texts and workbooks, Be a
Better Reader series (6 levels) by Smith, used
for reading in the content fields and highly
praised by students, The Reading. Laboratzry. Skill
File, the MCCall-Smith Test Lessons in Reading,
and the SRA Advanced Reading Skills Program
with portable accelerator, by Simpson.

The self-instructional teaching approach enables
us to handle a large number of students and still
cater to individual reading needs. This current
semester, 275 students, meeting three times weekly,
are serviced in the Reading Center. The staff
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consists of but one reading, specialist and one
student assistant, the latter employed 10 hours
per week. It is estimated that if these 2Y5
students were-handled in the traditional, group
approach, two additional full time teachers
would he needed. Thus our college Reading Center,
in terms of faculty teaching load, has one read-
ing teacher-doing the work of throe teachers.

In evaluating the overall reading effort, our
belief is that the program is successftl. Stu-
dent reaction, both oral and written, has been
excellent. In evaluating growth by objective
measurement, the percentile band concept devel-
oped by ETS is used. In using percentile bands
for comparative purposes, it is possible to say
with greater certainty that one test standing is
higher than the other, in favor of real reading
gains. Our reading program, in terms of success
based on the percentile band concept, is most
encouraging.

One pronounced shortcoming of the program is
the lack of clinical counseling for those in
need. The most obvious cases are referred to
counselors in Student Personnel Servides, but
this operates independently of the Reading Center.

An individualized, self-help reading program
poses an intrigaing challenge in higher educa-
tion, particularly to the community college with
its urgent need for improved student reading.
With the great number of students in need of
reading improvement, whether'remedial or develop-

. mental, and the acute shortage of trained read7
ing personnel, self-direction and self-instruc-
tional programming is almost the mandatory
solution. We have every reason to believe that
this Approach is working. in Flint.
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THE LORAIN COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
READING-STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM

Paul R. Kazmierski
Lorain County Community College

In the introduction to the 1879 edition of
McGuffevls Fifth Eclectic Reader (4) the follow-
ing statement was made:

The great object to be accomplished in
reading as a rhetorical exercise is to
convey to the hearer, fully and clearly,
the ideas and feelings of the writer.

This paper on reading shall seek to accomplish
this goal in the best rhetorical exercise this
writer can convey, even though I'm not old
enough to have had the privilege of. McGuffey's
training.

In 1963 the people of 1.,o;.ain County, Ohio,
established a publicly-supported comprehensive
community college. The college opened in
September, 1964, with an enrollment of 1000
students in make-shift classrooms spread across
the large county. This year the college enrolled
3,200 students on a 250-acre, 11 million dollar
campus.

In the preliminary stages of development the
faculty and administration recognized as basic
philosophy the inclusion of a complete develop-
mental education program.

In structuring the offerings of "remedial"
courses the college attempted;to overcome a
traditional problem in this service, that is,
in many universities and colleges, remedial
programs are attached to a department such as
English, Education, or Psychology and conse-
quently receive "second-class citizen" status
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by faculty and students alike.

L.C.C.C. organized a separate Division of
Special Studies and now a special department
directly under the Dean of Arts. The staff is
composed of learning specialists in remedial
and developmental reading, math and communica-
tion arts. As a result of this early foresight
the Department, the faculty and, ergo, the
students enrolled in its offerings have the
respect and acceptamle that is common in other
college areas.

The Developmental Education Department, some-
times referred to as the Learning Skills Depart-
menti has four major purposes.

(1) To provide a unified remedial program of
courses and laboratory experiences for
students who lack competencies in advanced
disciplines because of inadequate prepar-
ation;

(2) To provide a develoPMental program of
courses and laboratory experiences for
students who have minimal competencies,
but wish to expand their capabilities to
maximum potentiality;

(3) To provide limited academic and technical
tutoring for students requiring assistance
in special subject areas;

(4) To provide a resource for expansion,
experimentation, techniques, and methods.

The Department offers a series of courses in
Reading, Study Skills, English, and 1'iath. In

addition, there is a structure of referral
laboratories, which will be explained in a
later part of this paper.
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The Reading-Study Program

The Reading-Study Skills Program is an integral
part of this departmental organization and has
a statement of beliefs that complement the
Department's purposes. Space does not permit
the complete listing of these purposes but they
are available upon mailed request.

There are three course offerings in the program.
As usual in catalogue listings, the titles are
virtually meaningless, but there is an extensive
amount of psycholinguistic consultation that
went into the titles, again because of "student-
status" factors. The catalogue' lists semester
credit hours for each course, but they are for
contact-time designations and fee charges. The

three courses, like all courses in theDepart-
ment, carry no transfer, or college credit for
graduation.

The three courses are titled:

(Learning Skills) L.S. 070 Fundamentals of
Effective Reading (3)

L.S. 071 College Learning
Skills (3)
L.S. 072 College Reading
Techniques (3)

Selection Procedure

Before describing the course contents, let's
look at course placement.

Students at L.C.C.C. present, at admission, the
American College Testing Scores, high school
transcripts and other test data from the secon-
dary schools. Other than the ACT, there are no
group administered placement or selection tests
for our "open-door" college. Based on this
information the professional counseling staff
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may recommend enrollment in one of the reading
courses. Group.placement tests, hopefully, will
play a role in the near future.

If a counselor is in doubt about an individual
placement in a reading course, a staff member of
the department is available for consultation and
test administration.

Generally, students who display serious verbal
deficiencies will be placed in L.S. 070. The

traditional reading-study skill orientation
course is L.S. 071. Learning Skills 072 is
designed for students who have average college
reading skills, but desire improvement in rate
flexibility, critical skills, etc. Studehts
may be recommended for a series of these courses.
Inter-course placement is attempted if a student
seems improperly placed after the "course
diagnostic testing."

In-course testing is rather extensive; pre-post
testing procedures are used for this evaluation.
Particular tests vary according to course, but
do include a general survey of reading, flexi-
bility measures, capacity evaluations and.tany
informal inventories of specific skills. We use
individualized and psychological instruments as
necessary. Attitudes, projective techniques and
.self-concept inventories are also used.

All tests are interpreted and reported to
students in planning coarse emphasis. Final
reports are. also presented and interpreted as
a replacement for grades, The only grades
reported are S and U. (S for attendance, U for
non-attendance.)

Course Procedures

All three courses are as individualized as
possible, based on diagnostic measures. All
three have basic tests, but are used according
to need.
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Ihe basic Fundamentals course is the least
structured of the three offerines. This, of
course, is due'to the broad range, or as Dr.
Helen Robinson suggests, "the multi-causality
factor." There are primary instructional areas
such as main idea comprehension techniques,
previewing, aneytic word-attack, etc. The

majority of instruction is in small groupings
according to needs, with much laboratory work.

"Hardware" is available, but is motivational in
nature. Conventional "Software" materials are
in abundance and used in various manners.

The course uses some innovative materials as
standard procedure. The majority of these are
used, however, in pilot research operations.
For example, the Bloomer (1) "Cloze Materials"
are being used successfully.

L.S. 071, College Learning Skills, is more
structural according to procedures used across
the country. We deal with scheduling, organi-
zational skills, listening, notetaking, exams,
study-type reading, rate flexibility and elemen-
tary research techniques.

The materials in this program are traditional
to reading-study skills courses. We are working
with some pilot materials in listening skills
and will probably get involved with I.V. pro-
cedures, to a degree.

The third reading course, L.S. 072, is perhaps
the ore that could receive the title "Speed-
Reading." This title is not used, however,
because the course is concerned with flexibility
of rate, vocabulary, and critical reading skills,
in addition to "pure rata."

Referral Laboratory

Because of our lack of complete placement pro-
cedures and because of immediate and/or minor
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reading-study skills difficulties, a referral
laboratory is available for all students enrolled
at the college. Perhaps the best explanation of
its operation could be shown by reading excerpts
from a student-written article in the campus
newspaper.

"If you have study problems, the place to go
is the Learning Skills Center...you can drop
in to make an appointment at the Center from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday. The
lab provides a relaxed atmosphere, complete
with coffee and ashtrays...Students are given
a combination of help including diagnosis of
problems and counseling with reference
materials at hand...The majority of students
seek help themselves...Students referred by
instructors are in the minority..." (2)

The lab is on a non-fee basis, currently. Since.
it is a costly operation, it may have some future
problems.

Effectiveness of the Program

Results of the total program are extremely dif-
ficult to obtain. The "Dean's report," as it
is called on many campuses, alwars reflects
glowing improvements in elaborate pre-post test
results, grade point improvement, etc. The
entire area of evaluation could be a topic of a
series of North Central Reading Association
Conferences.

In addition to our usual "Dean's Report," which
I will not bore you with, there are some unique
measurement results which are briefly outlined
below:.

(1) Because of the nature of the comprehensive
Community College and its "open door"
policy,- there is an annual enrollment of
300 to 500 students who would not normally
be enrolled in a regular college program.
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These "deficient" students have no college
restrictions for load during the first
semester. The counseling staff recommends
limitel 'goals" with one or more Learning
Skills courses. 150 to 200 of the
"deficient" group agree limiting their

load. Of this group, who take one or more
reading-study skills courses, 25% have
successfully completed our degree program.

(2) Th.Jre is a marked improvement in the reading
scores and grade-point averages of students
enrolled in semi-professional-technical
areas compared to college-transfer students.

(3) Each semester there is an average of 5 to
8% of the total college enrollment taking
a reading-study skills course. Tentative
conclusions indicate that other student
successes account for a substantial part
of this pop.darity.

(4) Students using the reading-study skills
referral lab have increased well beyond the
ratio of college enrollment to student
usage figures. Again the Department attri-
buted this to other students having found
success.

(9) Our coffee bills have been growing.

in conclusion, it is suggested that the program
is costly, 'out profitable its success is
attributed to the many beneficial factors of
"separe.e" department status; combination of
courses and independent labs; enormous supplies
of materials; cooperation from the adminis-
tration; an outstanding staff; and a community
with foresight.

"The great object to be accomplished in
reading...is to convey...ideas and
feelings..."
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We have met our "great object" at Lorrain County
Community ColleL7e.
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A Sl'ODY OF THE EFFECT OF A COLLEGE READING
FRO;RAM UPuN ADE-POiNf AVERAGES IN

uDESSA CULLE;E, uDESSA, TEXAS

Imogene Freer
Odessa College

A study was made to determine the effectiveness
of the developmental reading program fn Odessa
Junior College, Odessa, Texas, by making a com-
parison of the grade-point averages for one
academic year, 1963-64, of forty matched pairs
of students. Ore group of forty students had
reading instruction and is referred to as the
experimental group, The control group had no
reading instruction.

The purpose of this study was to formulate con-
clusions while answering these basic questions:

1. Do students who take a reading course make
better grade averages than those who do not
have reading instruction if they have
initially the same a'i.lity?

2. Are there any sex differences with respect
to the number of males or females who take
a reading course?

3. Do students who take a reading course show
a substrintially higher percentile gain than
those wno have not had such a course?

LL. Are the students who take reading able to
retain the gains achieved over a long period
of time?

The experimP,,tal population was drawn from a
total available freshman population of five
hundred ninety students who took college guid-
ance examinations in the fall of 1963. Out of
this population, two hundred ninety-three
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students attended odessa College for at least
two semesters. The experimental and control
groups were chosen from this population.

The forty pas of students were matched on
five variables: initial reading score on the
Nelson-Denny Reading Test, SC Ai score, class,
load, age, and sex. the means for each group
appear in Tables i and ii. The groups appeared
to be very similar and were able to be compared.

fhe students in the experimental group enrolled
in a one-semester, one-credit reading course
designated as English Iii. The Nelson-Denny
Reading Test, Diagnostic Readin7 Test, and 'gor,.:
Clues Test were administered at the beginning
in order to determine placement level. other
informal methods of diagnosis were used also in
determining reading strengths and weaknesses.
On the basis of this initial diagnosis. proper
materials were assigned each student.

In the beginning lectures were given concerning
poor reading habits, SQ3R formula and other
methods of organizing study. Particular atten-
tion was paid to developing the proper mind set
and establishing proper student teacher rapport.
Each student had an opportunity to counsel with
the instructor about special reading problems
in specific -:ourses.

Students read recreational material on acceler-
ators and saw Controlled Reader filmstrips.
After using a visual device the student trans-
ferred to commercial materials using timed
reading exercises. Each student worked on
several different kinds of materials according
to his needs and level of ability. Much encour-
agement was given at all times. Students were

allowed to road on the machines or use the
materials as much as they desired.
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At the end of the course students in the experi-
mental group were given alternate forms of the
Nelson-Denny and Diagnostic reading tests. The

control group had no formal reading instruction.

Analysis and interpretation of the Findings

The mean reading and SCAT scores were somewhat
higher for those not enrolled in reading. The

average class load for those enrolled in reading
was 24.29 semester hours while the other group
took 29.92 semester hours of credit. If either
group had any initial advantage, it was the
group who war. not enrolled in reading. There-
fore, any differences of achievement favoring
the reading group would be impressive.

The first statistical test utilized in the study
was a matched pairs "t" to determine the sig-
nificance of the mean difference between the
experimental and the control groups in terms of
grade averages. The "t" test was selected be-
cause the data could be construed to have met
most of the assumptions associated with a
parametric test.

The first null hypothesis stated that students
who take developmental reading do not make a
higher grade-point average than those who do
not. Tnis hypothesis was rejected. Those
enrolled in developmental reading did make
higher grade-point averages. The obtained value
of the statistic (t = 8.938, df = 301) was
statistically significant beyond the cf = .001
level. The grade-point average for those
enrolled in reading was 1.186 while the grade-
point average for the other group was 1.035.

There appeared to be a relationship between the
reading scores ar) the grade-point averages.
the males had an iitially lower mean reading
score and also a Lower grade-point average than
the females. This may be interpreted to mean
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that reading scores do anfluence academic achieve-
ment.

one would anticipate, according to other studies
that have been made, that the verbal scores on
the SCAT would be lower for the males. However,
this was not true and the :;CAI scores appeared
not to be as significant as the Nelson-Denny
reading scores for predicting academic success.

Students, however, who had both a high initial
reading score and high verbal SCAT score
appeared to have substantially higher grade-
point averages than those with low :scores on
both tests. This would indicate again that
these two tests are important in relation to
academic achievement.

The high achievers also took a greater number
of semester hours credit, in most cases, than
low achievers. .rood basic reading skills
apparently determine the number of credits a
student can successfully carry during a semester.

The second statistical test was the chi square
to evaluate the null hypothesis that there are
no more males than females who take develop-
menta-2 reading. The various claims to sex
differences would lead -)ne to expect that a
greater number of males would take reading than
females. There was no statistical difference
found in this study. The ratio between the
number of males taking reading was nearly equal
to that of the females. Among those who took
reading the females did better than the males.

Follow Up Study

In addition to working with the forty matched
pairs, the decision was made to collect other
data in order to support the study of grade-
point averages discussed previously. Twenty-
three students who had not taken reading were
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given another form of the Nelson-penny iteading
Test in the spring of 1965. Many of these
students were the same ones used in the matched
pairs study. it was impossible to use exactly
the same population since many of the students
were attending school elsewhere or had dropped
out of school completely.

This test was given in order to substantiate the
fact that students enrolled in reading do make
important gains in the areas of vocabulary, com-
prehension, and rate. Freshman norms were used
in determining the percentile for the t'rst test
given in 1)63. In l)65, sophomore norms were
compared with the earlier percentile scores.
These determined the gains made on the Nelson-
Denny Reading Test.

On the average those who took reading improved
their scores on vocabulary, comprehension, rate,
and total score much more than those who did
not take reading. However, while a statistical
analysis of the data would undoubtedly be sig-
nificant, the results would be misleading due
to the fact that the group who took the reading
course had more room to improve. The students
in the group who did not take reading, for the
most part, already had a high level of reading
ability and could not improve much more because
they had reached the upper limits of the test.

The largest gain made in each group was in iQ1,0
of reading. Since there so much more assigned
reading in college than in high school, the
students may have found that they were forced
to read faster to cover the assigned materials.
The group who took reading had a mean gain
score in reading rate of 33.8 while the other
group only gained 1.)7.

in vocabulary the mean gain score f)r the group
enrolled in reading was 12.y1 while the other
group regressed -.047 per c6nt. it was difficult
to understand th, regression. Perhaps the
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students were motivated on the first test to
perform well because the test was part of a
battery of college entrance examinations. They
took the second test largely as a favor to the
instructor and realized that this score wculd
not affect their status in any way.

The group who was enrolled in reading increased
11.06 per cent in comprehension, while the other
group increased .083 per cent. These figures
indicate that, as a result of receiving help in
comprehension skills, the group who took reading
made substantially higher gains than did the
other group.

The results obtained in the entire study support
the hypothesis that students with average, below
average, and even low reading ability can improve
their basic reading skills in a carefully planned
program of improvement.

The major conclusions found in this study are
presented as follows:

1. The grade -point average was significantly
higher for the experimental group.

2. There was no statistical significance in
the number -of males versus females who took'
the reading course'in proportion to the
populatiOmw

Students who take 'reading make higher pei--
centile gain scores on comprehension,
vocabulary, rate, .and total score.as
Measured by the Nelson-Denny Reading Test..

4. Students who take reading tend to retain
most of the gains made in the reading scores.
for a period of at least one year.

5. At least one conclusion, observed by the
author and mentioned by various other re-
searchers, is the fact that students who
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take the reading course and remain in
college seem to be harder workers :and are
better motivated than students who avoid
taking reading instruction.

Educational Implications

. 1. There were indications that time and mousy
spent on a college improvement reading pro-
gram is worthwhile.

2. A study should be made of the number of
dropouts.' in the reading program to determine
the role it plays in keeping students from
withdrawing.

3. Parallel studies could be made of other
programs for purpose of comparing the effects
of different combinations of activititn and
types of instructional treatment.

4. A further study should be made of person-
ality factors and attitudes As-they effect
reading improvement.

5. The factor of motivation appears to be
important and should be investigated.

6. FUrther investigation should be given to
factors which inhibit the response of some
student to training given in reading.
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